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General Bell Visited President to DisChief of Forcuss Situation
estry Bureau Called.

IF,

Statehood-Sa- y

Miguel
Chaves.

i.

Fair and Just Constitution
Will Benefit AllNatives
Especially.
Miguel Chaves, merchant and sheep

grower at Tlerra Amadlla, New

Mexi-

He
co, arrived In the city Tuesday.
Is a guest of his mother on Washexington Avenue. Mr. Chavea has

Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug.,
General Bell, Chief of Staff of
the Army, nnd GIfford Pinchot, Chief
of the Forestry Bureau, were In con-- I
sulfation with President Roosevelt at
Sagamore Hill today. General Bell
said he came at the suggestion of
General Ainsworth, the military secre
tary, in order that the War Department might know exactly the president's ideas and desire regarding the
difficulty at Brownsville, Texas, between the colored troops and residents
of the place. He said the colored
troops had been replaced by a com
pany of white soldiers. This action
had been taken In compliance with a
telegraphic request from state officials.
It was desirable, he said to discuss
the whole situation with the President before any further action was
taken. Mr. Pinchot said ho came to
discuss the forestry situation with the
President. Both expect to return to
Washington today.
Army Post at Brownsville to Be
Abandoned.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 23. On leaving
Sagamore Hill General Bell said that
the army post at Brownsville, Texas,
would be temporarily abandoned as
soon as orders to that effect could be
carried out. The company of white
troops will remain only so long as Is
necessary to guard government properly.
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In Business District Saloon
Loafers Annoyed Centrals
to and From Work.
Chicago., Aug., 23. Two hundred
telephone girls employed In the central exchange of the Chicago Telephone Company, struck today badly
crippling the service.
Would Not Enter Through Rear Door.
Tho cause of tho strike was an order Issued by the company directing
the girls at "Central" to enter the
building through a rear door. The
door Is reached by an unclean passageway one hundred feet long.
Too Many Saloon Loafers For Girls.
There are three saloon entrances on
the alley and the girls declared thoy
a;
were annoyed by the hangers-othese places. One hundred and fifty
other girls struck within an hour of
the first strike. Seven thousand phones
in the business district were put out
of commission.
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Considerable business was done at
the afternoon session yesterday of the
Board of County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County. All of the members
were present when the board reassembled. In brief tlhe proceedings during
the afternoon were as follows:
Arthur Sellgman was
Chairman
authorized to obtain figures on the
cost of compiling the several precinct
plats Into one map which will ehow
the precinct lines by metes and
bounds in the county. He was ordered to report on the matter at the
next regular meeting.
Having been fully advised In the
matter, It was ordered that the tax
levy for interest on school bonds In
school districts Nos. 7 and 27 be fixed at three mills on each dollar of
valuation on all property situated in
precincts Nos. 7 and 10, which comThe tax
prise the school districts.
levy for interest and principal on the
school bonds of school district No. 7
was fixed at
f
mill on each dollar of valuation on all property situated in precincts Nos. 7 and 19. The
assessor was ordered to extend said
levies on the tux rolls against the
said precincts.
Tax exemption was allowed Jose's.
Gomez on his property in precinct No.
9 for the years of 1900 and iftOl.
On u motion made by Chairman
Sellgman, Commissioner Joso Ines
Roybal was Instructed to Inspect all
the roads In the northern precincts
of tho county, and In conjunction with
the road
of tho several precincts, endeavor to have the roads put
into good condition and straightened
where possible. Property owners on
each side of the roads will be asked
to donate to the county as much land
as may be required to make the roads
at least twenty-onfeet wido.
Mr.
Roybal was also authorized to inform
the road overseers to have the fences
set back where ever they found property owners encroaching on the public highways.
After having examined the tax rolls
for the present year and found them
correct the same were approved by
the board. The total assessed valuation of the county is $1,904,462, with
exemptions of $209,080, leaving subject to tax, $1,G95,382. The Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway and tho
Denver & Rio Grande nailroad are
the two heaviest taxpayers. The former Is assessed at $415,147, or at the
rate of $3,500 per mile, and the latter
at $101,070 or at the rate of $3,000
p,r

GRAVES

By Terrific Cloud-

burst in Kansas
City.
5.93 INCHES PRECIPITATION
In Three and a Half Hours
People Rescued From
Flooded Houses.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 23. A terrific rain storm prevailed in Kansas
City and this vicinity early today
causing more or less serious damage.
In Kansas City 5:93 Inches of water
fell, the record for three hours and
lands were flooda half. All
ed and the police and firo department
were called upon to rescue persons In
the north end of town and In tha east
and west bottoms where the water entered many small houses.
Gruesome Bodies Exposed in
Graves.
At the Elniwood Cemetery serious
damage was done.
Practically the entire cemetery
grounds were Hooded, and in the lower
ground a strong current was formed.
This resulted lu the washing out of
dozens of graves. At least two hundred bodies were exposed. Two brick
buildings in the outskirts of the city
were undermined and collapsed. They
were unoccupied and no one was
hurt.
Whole Lumber Yard Was Washed

ARGE DELEGATION
OF HOMESEEKERS REVOLUTION
From Oklahoma and Indian Territory
Arrived Last Night En Route to
Estancia Valley.
From Kansas, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory there came last evening another large delegation of land seekers
under the leadership of J. C. Maxwell
the Immigration and land agent located at Mcintosh and Wichita. About
twenty-fivintending settlers were In
this city; they came via the Atchison,
They
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
were quartered here over night at
the Claire and Normandle Hotels and
left this afternoon for the Estancia
Valley via the Santa Fe Central Rail
Mr. Maxwell had planned takway.
ing the party first to Estancia and
then driving overland to Mcintosh and
Morlarty.
The farmers are busy just now
harvesllng their crops, and some of
them have hardly had the time to
come to make filings, but the final set
tlement of the valley will begin In
the fall," Mr. Maxwell stated this
mornlnp- while In conversation with a
reporter of the New Mexican. "While
I was showing tho land in the valley
to the party of homeseekers here two
weeks ago we were caught In a heavy
rain and all got. soaking wet. The
new HotlU-rwere rather pleased to
know that It m ined fio hard, and it
looks as though wn might encounter
rain down there again today."
Frank Dlhrrl, assistant treasurer
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, accompanied tho homeseckers this af
ternoon to Estancia. Mr. Dibert said
that while most of the land close to
the railroad and principal towns In
the district had been filed on there is
still plenty equally as good four miles
or more out. He stated that occasionally a relinquishment of a claim
could he purchased for little more
than the actual cost of improvements
on the claim when the original
was forced to give up for some
reason or other.
nother party of
homeseekers
reached Torrance last night via the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and
left from that point today for Estancia over the Santa Fe Central. The
members of this party and those here
today are expected to come here Friday or Saturday to make entries at
the United States land office
The following were In the delega
tion that arrived here last evening:
W. A. Ellingsworth, Edward Burton.
W. R. Wood, Tuttle, Indian
Territory;
air. and Airs. O. P. Swope, James J.
Dunlavy, Wichita; C. G. Hill. J. M
Milburn, H. F. Milburn, Eldorado.
Kansas; J. E. Rowland, Sol Rowland,
Newkirk, Oklahoma; E." P. Putney,
Pawhuska, Oklahoma: John Murrav
Vlnlta, Indian Territory; C. C. Sra'th,
East Lynne, M. Ludewecker, Topeka;
W. J. Kogers, Great Bend; E. W.
Manes, Fort Scott; E. A. Estes, Muskogee; E. W. Carver, Union, Indian
Territory; E. L. Miller, Enid, Oklahoma; W. H. Osborne, W. E. Beckham, Burton. Kansas.
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tensive business and real estate Interests In this city which Is his birth
merplace. He is one of the leading
chants of northwestern New Mexico,
where toe moved from Sauta Fe when
Is
quite a young man in 1878. He
thoroughly posted ou tho conditions
of affairs in that section.
of the New
To a representative
.Vesical, Mr. Chaves said;
Cannot Recall Greater Prosperity.
"1 do not remember a time when
the people of Rio Arriba County have
been more prosperous or contented. SANTA ROSA IS
With the exception of the fruit crop,
which has suffered partly on account
PROSPERING
of early frosts, Hie agricultural conIs
Encouraging Report of 8. B. Grim-shaditions are fine. The area under cul2,000 DEAD: LOSS 50
of Santa Fe Central
tivation has been Increased and abund
MILLION DOLLARS
Railway.
ant' crops will be gathered especially
of wheat, corn and alfalfa. My coun
"Santa Rosa seems to bo prospering Is Estimate From Valparaiso Por
ty Is a leader in the raising of sheep
Away.
very
much," remarked General Managtions of City Wrecked Mayor
Is
most
a
season
proand this
proving
A lumber yard containing several
er
S. B. Grlmshaw, of the Santa Fe
Sends
Schmitz
The
Message.
fitable one for that industry.
thousand feet of finished lumber was
Central
losses In animals have been very few return Railway yesterday, upon his
washed away. At Kansas City, Kanfrom a trip to that town, and
23.
From the
Aug.
Valparaiso,
while the Increase has been above the El Paso.
Armourdale and Argentine, Kansas,
are
now
under Plaza de la Victoria, as far as the
"Negotiationnormal, Indeed much more so. Wool, way for the
sas, much damage was suffered by the
of lumber and
purchase
section
Las
in
called
the
plaza
lambs nnd wethers are bringing very
railroads, wholesale and packing housbrick, and thirty-fivcottages will be
of the houses are
good prices and the sheep owners have built there within the next
es. Several families had to be taken
thirty completely destroyed and the remain
not only nothing to complan of, but days."
from their homes by firemen. At Kanare badly damaged. From
sas City, Kansas, lightning wrecked
ought to be very well satisfied. I havf
Mr. Grlmshaw stated that the El ing fifty
Plaza de la Victoria down to the
the front of the Slavonic Catholic
just disposed of my wool crop, amount- Paso and Southwestern nnd the Chi- the
about
Church and a small commission house
ing to about 100,000 pounds at very fait cago, Rock Island and Pacific Rail- custom bouse only
sustained damage. The
was undermined and collapsed. The
figures and have closed contracts for roads are now employing a large num- of the houses
the delivery of about 5,000 lambs and ber of men at Santa Rosa. He said hanks of the city and the customs
freight houses of the Rock Island and
With
uot
were
warehouses
damaged.
Union Pacific in the west bottoms
2,500 wethers at $2.50 for the former that the El Paso and Southwestern
the exception of Esplriti. Santo all
were flooded and traffic tempoiarlly
per head, and $2.75 for the latter per had 150 employes In its train service
In
the city were des
animal. My wool was shipped from living there, and the Chicago, Rocl? the churches
stopped. The shops of these roads
as were the hospitals and the
were also flooded and work slopped lor
Ohama, nnd the animals will also bp Island and Pacific had one hundred troyed
number of dead is more
,an :,,o6r or so.
delivered at that railroad point. The train men who made their homes theaters. The
two thousand.
' tracking House Basements Flooded.
wool growers In the county have about there, in addition to one hundred and than
offices
IThe
of the Iftivas agency,
Water entered the (basements of
all disposed of their cltpsand have fifty employed In the local stoops and
mile.
'
although seriously damaged, are still
the packing plants of Armour & Commade contracts for the sale of lambs yards.
Speaking about his trip to El Paso, being used for the company's busi
pany, Swift & Company, and Schwartz-chiland feeding sheep. Mercantile busiMr. Grlmshaw observed that it Is ness.
& Sulberger and It was necesSOCIALIST
cirunder
ness and collections,
these
ORATOR
of
scenes
San
Francisco
The tragic
simply wonderful the way that city
1
sary to pump It out. The water draincumstances must bo satisfactory.
was
There
CHALLENGES BRYAN ed off quickly, however, and the damIs growing. He talked with the mer- were reproduced here.
have found In business that when peo
chants there and they informed him the fight against fire, the lack of
was slight. Af Argentine many
on
have
time
and
money they pay
pie
To Debate on Question at Cincinnati age
that they were ail doing a large busi water and robbery and pillage.
families were forced from their hemes
are good spenders.
19
ness. He saw many new buildings
The authorities are now beginning
September
Resents His Recent
In the bottoms but returned soon. The
Joint Statehood Better Than None. going up on every hand.
is
to get in provisions and water
Remarks.
suburban street car traffic on the
"I nave always boen strong for state
again being supplied. All the fires
Kansas side was tied up for several
hood for New Mexico and naturally preIMMIGRANTS FROM
have been extinguished.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 23. An invi- hours.
fer separate statehood for this Terri AN OLD TIMER
The first shock lasted four minutes tation to William J. Bryan to debate
Rains
Break
St
at
MEXICO SMUGGLED
Drought
tory which, being a native born citi
CALLED HENCE and a half, and the second two min- In this city September flth on the Heavy
Joseph.
zen of Santa Fe I love. I would
utes. Most of the houses were thrown question of Socialism with some repSt. Joseph. Mo., Aug. 23. Heavy Into United States Clever Method of
have very much preferred to vote for
resentative of the Socialist party was
Judge George W. Miller, of Denver, down by the second shock.
rains today broke the drought that
Law Discovered
Avoiding
separate statehood under the name of
Dead of Pneumonia In Santa Fe
Estimates of the damage range today mailPd to Mr. Bryan at New was
doing considerable damage to
By Inspector.
New Mexico, but as this cannot b
York
The
to
from $25,000,000
$50,000,000.
With Donophan's Regiment.
by Nicholas Klein, the state sec- corn and late fruit. Several railroad
done, I think It much the best for the
Almendral quarter has been absolute- retary of the party. The invitation
23. Discovery
bridges were washed out In many
Washington, Aug.
good of all and especially for my peoJudge George W. Miller, of Denver, ly destroyed. The people are still .was given because of Mr. Bryan's ut places, and buildings in process of has been made
by James R. Dunn.
hills terances on Socialism while abroad.
ple, namely, the native born citizens died at his home in that city Tuesday camping on the surrounding
erection were damaged.
Immigration Inspector in charge at St.
of Spanish or Mexican decent to adopt night of pneumonia. Judge Miller was and in the streets and plazas and
Louis, of a wholesale smuggling of
reunion with Arizona at this time at seventy-fou- r
years of ago and settled only today are calm and courage
GRAND JURY
from Mexico Into the Uni
this is the best that can be had for in the Queen City of the Plains in turning. The declaration Is made
REPUBLICANS CHEERED Immigrants
ted States. Every one of the Immsome years to come. I have traveled 18C4. He was a native of Missouri. that eighty thousand people will leave
HEARS EVIDENCE'
FOR W. J. BRYAN igrants was barred by the law from
extensively throughout the. United He was a soldier in Colonel Dono the city. The lack of food is not
entering the United States because
Oil Company in!
Against Standard
States, and am thoroughly acquainted phan's Missouri regiment of volun- yet serious.
of trachoma.
communication with
Complimentary Remarks For Nebrask-awith Colorado conditions. I know that teers which came to Santa Fe with
Telegraphic
Chicago No Indictments
The case Is interesting and extraor
By Senator La Follette Swept
statehoof will benefit ir greatly and General Kearney In 1846 and which Santiago was
Tuesday.
Were Returned.
A party of fifty
Off
Its
dinary.
Convention
Feet,
march
steamers
are
famous
of
Syrians
the
A
now
number
we
made
afterwards
are
engaged
although
advancing at a
for passage to the United States
Young In moving the people of the city to
good rate, statehood will accelerate from this city into Mexico.
Chicago, Aug. 23. The First Grand
La Crosse, Wis., Aug. 23. For ten at Naples, Italy. Every one of them
ouradvanceandpvogress; by 1910 with Miller did not accompany the regi- points In the north and south.
jury investigation or the Sandard Oil
minutes
in
He
this
the name of William Jennings was found to be afflicted with trachoSends
ment.
remained
'Mayor
'Frisco
Territory
I
Sympathetic
new
the
believe
common
met
Company
statehood,
today and heard evidenof
was
cheered here last night, at ma and the steamship company reone
1847
the
in
and
vis
Message.
ces from four witnesses and then ad- Bryan
wealth of Arizona will have a million
February
to put down the rebellion
San Francisco, Aug. 23. 'Mayor journed until Monday morning. No a Republican meeting. It was almost fused to accept them for passage to
inhabitant", I am also
opinion force sent
as great as ovation as was given to this country. They were Informed
that if we vote for statehood on No of the Taos Pueblos during which Gov- Schmitz on learning, of the extent indictments were returned.
vember 6th next, and adopt the meas ernor Charles Bent was assassinated. of the disaster at Valparaiso, Immedi- Second Grand Jury "Followed Suit." Senator La Follette, the orator of the that they could go to Mexico and
"then work their way Into the United
ure, a constitution which will fully He saw much service in the early days ately authorized the following mesThe second grand Jury after bear- evening.
States." On their arrival in Mexico
an
delivered
Senator
The
address,
sage to the stricken city:
same
the
protect the rights and privileges of although still a boy.
as
witnesses
the
first
ing
scattered over the country for a
they
From 18G4 to the time of his death,
of
Len
the
nomination
To the People of Valparaiso, Chile: jury also
onr native people can and will be the
Speaker
urgirg
adjourned until Monday.
in Denver The people of San Francisco are Just
but eventually reached the bor
was
he
while,
a
for
He
root
the
reviewed
figure
prominent
governor.
result. I do not mean that I wou!
fight in the last congress for the rail der near Laredo, Texas. They were
like to see a constitution or a code both as an attorney and as a politi- recovering from a terrible calamity
numsimilar to that which advices tell us PUBLIC FUNDS
road rate regulation bill. He told of smuggled across the river above Lareof laws which would discriminate un cian. He visited New Mexico a
Is well remembered has befallen you. We extend
our
of
do, the smugglers receiving $12
times
ber
and
a
TO DEPOSITORIES Bryan's great service to the country head.
in their favor.
fairly and injustly
slnceio sympathy to you and hope the
in whipping the Democratic members
wnat I do mean te that I want to by many of the old citizens.
Th a Syrians were peddlers and beof congress into line for President
see all citizens of the new state treatSteps Taken to Place $50,000 in Each
nrlslner from
ntpd AIMmiitrh
gan immediately to ply their vocations
Roosevelt's rate bill.
ed alike, no matter where born, no THIRTEEN FIRE-Permitted
as
Bank
Eligible
ashes of destruction we will proceed
It was at this mention of the com In this country, going from place to
t
matter what language they talk for
By Law.
MEN
OVERCOME
once to raise funds for vour relief.
at
Inname that the audience of 3 place, thus becoming separated.
moner's
t he
present, and no matter where their
Secretary
Washington, Aug. 23.
Dunn arrested a Syrian in St.
ancestors hail from. I want all to
Shaw has taken steps to increase the 000 people went wild. For ten min spector
utes It was Impossible for Senator La Louis named Shahadie Jacob, who,
have an even chance before the law By Smoke and Injured By Explosions GERMAN OFFICIALS
deposits of public moneys in the natin Paint Manufacturing Plant In
he believed, was unlawfully in the
I
want
and
ional depositories lu various parts of Follette to continue his address.
my people properly recogChicago.
Jacob gave all the facts
WAKING UP the country
country.
nized In the new state government as
to $50,000 each, the
al out the case.
affects
law.
It
amount
authorized
they have been heretofore under a
by
fire23. Thirteen
Chicago, Aug.
Issue Report on Unsanitary Condi- about, one hundred and fifty banks and MONSTER LOSS
Territorial form of government. This
were either overcome by smoke
tions of Slaughter Houses
can be secured to them much better men
ON PALACE PAID TERRIBLE HEAT
will aggregate about. $300,000,000 art-or injured by explosions while fightand Bakeries.
now than at any future time, be it
ditional
deposits.
ing fire In the paint manufacturing
STILL CONTINUES
Berlin, Aug., 23. The government
two, four or six years hence. I am
Big 'Frisco Hotel Insurance Adjusted
of John Lucas early today. The medical
department has issued a reOne
for Joint statehood and what little I plant
Over
at
DollarsMilllpn
fire whlcb is believed to have started port on the sanitary condition of the EDDY COUNTY
Chicago., Aug., 23. This city Is eviRecord Breaker.
can do In my section to help the cause
from spontaneous combustion caused Prussian bakeries and
hous
dently to have no relief from the hot
elajghter
will be done. I know what my peo- a
LAND
SOLD
property loss of $600,000.
es, which newspapers are giving .senSan Francisco, Calif., Aug. 23. The wave during the next twelve hours.
ple want, and need; I am one of them,
sational prominence. The report says
Insurance
loss on the Palace Hote The mercury at 9 o'clock this morn
and now Is the time for them to get
the
The Seroggins Place, opposite
that many butchering establishments Eddy County hospital, Carlsbad, has building has been adjusted at $1,302.- ing was 85 degrees two degrees high
BROKERAGE FIRM
It."
er than at the same hour yesterday,
were found in a very unclean condi.hands, having been 610.22. This is said to be the larges
QUITS BUSINESS tion. Some of them were located in again chnnged
Two deaths were reported before 9
loss
ever
risk
Van
a
of
D.
upon
single
J.
adjusted
Rackley
purchased by
EDDY COUNTY
was Horn, Texas, for $5,000. The place in this country it being distributed o'clock this morning.
where
cleanliness
dark
cellers,
Owing Two Millions of Dollars Credimpossible and others had no facili- was originally owned by Edward among ninety-eigh- t
companies. The
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
itors Besiege Officers In New
ties for their employees to wash them- Seroggins, but has been sold several damage done by the earthquake was MEMBERS BAR ASSOCIATION
York.
selves. The government found par- times, each time for an advanced sum. estimated at about eight per cpnt
ATTEND BRILLIANT BANQUET.
At Artesia a Success Number
of
conditions in Mr. Rackley is an experienced ranchNew York, Aug. 23. The brokerage ticularly objectionable
Students Will Try for CerIn one town the boys kneed-e- man and will move his family to CarlsCloudcroft, Aug., 23. A feature of
offices of M. J. Sage & Company In bakeries.
tificates.
NEW SANITARIUM
J
one
with
their
and
the
bad.
feet,
dough
meeting of the New Mexico Bar
in
sua;
this city and
Jersey City which
FOR LAS VEGAS Association here yesterday was the
The Eddy County Teachers Insti- pended business yesterday afternoon bakery was Inhabited by'cate and
annual banquet last night, at which
tute which opened In the fine new were visited today by a large number hens. In another town a bakery oven RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT TO
SETTLE AGRARIAN QUESTION. Resolution Adopted Favoring It By Governor Herbert J. Hagerman was
school house at Artesia, last Tuesday, of patrons and Its agents from other served In the Interim as a goose pen.
St. Petersburg, Aug., 23. The Rusthe guest of foonor. It was a brilliant
Convention of Associated
Is proving a success In every way. An cities who wanted to know what the Many bakeries were found in close
to
affair and not a single detail was lack
sian
appurtenances
unsanitary
government has definitely decidFraternities.
proximity
elaborate program well carried out, company Intends to do about settling
One baker admitted ed to proceed with its original plan
Detroit, Aug. 23. The convention ing. The election of officers for the
marked the exercises of the first day. Its accounts. It is said the concern of the 'house.
The attendance was good and a num- has twenty-fivthousand accounts to that his floor and vats were scrubbed for settling the Agrarian question by of Associated Fraternities of America ensuing year was scheduled for today,
a distribution of land regardless of today adopted a resolution advocating and most of the visiting members will
ber of teachers are preparing to take be adjusted throughout the country. only once a year.
praliament and to go to the country up- a fraternal tuberculosis sanitarium, at leave for their respective homes to
the examination for certificates
to According to one report the losses
New Mexican advertisers get trade. on this Issue at the coming election. Las Vegas, New Mexico.
parllment and to go to the country up
amount to two million dollars.
teach.
one-hal-
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INSURGENT. LEADER

KILLED

Rebels
Guards
San
Rail'
Juan
Captured
road Terminus.

By Rural

Havana, Aug. 23. General Bandera,
tho famous negro leader of Havana
province who recently headed an Insurgent band and began operating
agaliiht the government, was killed
early this morning In the encounter
with rural guards.
A fight with the Banderas band occurred at 3 o'clock this morning. A
force ot one hundred mounted rural
guards which for three days has been
seeking the surrender of the Insurgents, finally succeeded after the veteran commander had pitched camp for
the night. Two of his followers were
killed but none was captured.
Revolution Not Gaining Says Official.
"General Rodriguez, commander of
the rural guard, last night, after relating the Incidents of the day, said
to the Associated Press:
"You can tell the American people
that Cuba Is entirely competent to
cope with the Insurrection. The flood
of rumors In
about the
organization of Insurrectionary bands
In great numbers are not borne out by
our reports, or so far as can be learned by the facts. The result of the encounter at San Luis Is still not known
definitely, hut. It Is known that we Inflicted some losses on the enemy in
that vicinity. The much talked of
movement In Santa Clara province has
not been encountered, and no Insurre-tionist- s
have been seen there by our
forces.
"We have equipped and sent out in
various directions 300 volunteers under competent officers. We have plenty
of rifles and ammunition for all who
enlist at present, and more have been
ordered from the United States. Besides we have thousands of old, but
serviceable guns. We believe theoyal
peoples takfiig up arms for the
faster than the insurgents
are increasing."
Railroad Terminus In Hands of Revolutionists.
The insurgent forces commanded by
Pinot Guerrera have captured
San
Juan de Martinez, the terminus of the
western railroad and have occupied
the town and railroad station.
Guards Fled and No Blood Was Shed.
There was no blood shed at the
occupation of San Juan according to
reports Just received. A small force
of rural guards which held the town,
fled at the approach of the Insurgents.
A force of rural guards and volun
teers has left Clenfuegos to engage
three hundred Insurgents who havi
left Las Lajas under command of
Colonel Guzman, mayor of that town.
The secretary of state and Justice
O'Farrel, acting minister of the in
terior, definitely resigned from th-- i
cabinet today. General Andrade, tho
speaker of the House, and formerly
Secretary of tbe Interior, is slated for
the Interior portfolio temporarily.
General Andrade is one of the most
vigorous supporters of the government.
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JAPANESE WAR
SHIP AT HAWAII
Bitter Article Appears In Paper Pre
dicting War With America
In Near Future.
Honolulu, Aug. ?3. Considerable
attention has been attracted by an article in the English portion of the
Japanese Daily Chronicle of this city.
urging the Toklo Government to station a warship permanently in Ha
waiian waters to protect the rights of
the many Japanese here. The paper
says that If there is ever a war between Japan and America Hawaii will
be the cause of It and that the Japa
nese here are ill treated and insulted.
It says:
"More oppression and more Insults.
When It reaches the utmost point
there will be a collision between the
two races and it may lead to a disturbance of the peace of both nations.
We believe that It is very Important
for our Government to follow the ex
ample of Great Britain and the United
States, to dispatch war vessels to the
foreign ports where most of her subjects reside and protect any rights or
Interests which they have by treaty.
Especially In the countries like Hawaii, where the white people treat
the Nipponese with Insolence and
where this is getting worse every day,
the Government should keep a war
vessel continually, so It may attract
the attention of these Ignorant, discourteous and impolite people of
Hawaii."
The article has been repudiated by
the other Japanese press.
If rou cannot afford to pay for
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
good paper to send to your friends.
s
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THE

property 1b fully appreciated and
brings profitable returns to ite owners
else the high prices above Quoted
would not have been paid. This, des- plte the fact that New Mexico yellow
and knockers are
dog newspapers
howling themselves hoarse and calling
attention to the alleged great corruption and dishonesty 'which have prevailed In this Territory since the Republican administration of 1S97 came
into power, and are still ruining the

Sec'y-Trea-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mall
Dally, three months, by mail

4.00
2,00
2.00
1.00
75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six month
Weekly, per quarter

WORK

W8AKEN8

THE K'ONEYS.

Doan's Kidney Pills Have Done Great
Service for People Who Work In
- 6anta Fe.
Most Santa Fe people work every
day In some strained, unnatural position bending constantly over a desk-rid- ing
on jolting wagons or cars dohousework; lifting,
ing laborious
reaching or pulling, or trying the back
In a hundred and one other ways. All
these strains tend to wear, weaken
people.
land injure the kidneys until they full
A Kansas editor committed suicide behind in their work of filtering the
for no better reason than that he poisons from the blood. Doan's Kidhad been losing money.
He must ney Pills cure sick kidneys, put new
have been new in tno business.
He strength In bad backs, Santa Fe cures
should have lived in Santa Fe and con- prove it.
Puscual Yannl, boot and shoo reducted a dally newspaper for a few
on the Plaza, residence College
pairer
years. He would have become used
Street, says: "A man cannot, sit on
to losing money.
tne bench, repairing shoes nil day unless his back is extra strong. When It
now
are
that
charging
Ropublicans
Is weak, lame and pains continually,
the National Democratic party is In
It becomes a positive nuisance witha fair way to become a trust with W.
out
mentioning the suffering he en,i. Bryan as sole owner. And only the
if working at, my occupation
other day Mr. Bryan was saying that dures,
was not the primary cause of backthe remainder of his trip would
be
ache It certainly aggravated It. Much
devoted to putting monopoly out of to
my surprise und more to my gratibusiness.
fication, n course of the treatment
with Doan's Kidney Cure procured nt
M. E, Ingalls, chairman of the Big
Ireland's Pharmacy so wn.ihed, puri
Four Railway, says that the
fied and strengthened my kidneys Hint
liiw and the railroad
rate law are the backache ceased."
greater menaces to the country's comFor stile by all dealers. Price 50
than the trusts. cents.
mercial 'prosperity
Buffalo,
Co.,
But, of course, he speaks from a pre- New York, sole agents for the United
judiced viewpoint.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
The New Mexican regrets to leant lake no other.
through a cablegram from India, that
the Jam of 'Navanagar Is dead,
but
Subscrihe Tor the New Mexican.
there Is consolation in the knowledge We print the news the day It hapthnt his old
the Jim of pens.
the oilier place is alive and doing business.
The Now Mexican can do printing
Miual to that done !n any of the large
The failure of the opposition to put cities. Onr solicitor; Every piece of
up a candidate against Uncle Joe Can- work we turn out. Try our work once
non for Congress tickled the old man end you will certainly come again. We
almost us much as a Presidential have all the facilities for turning ow
boom. The New Mexican can see every class of work, Including one o)
where your Uncle is quite right.
the beat, binderies In the west.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
.
JOHN K, STAUFFER,

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
$ .25
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00
Daily, per month, by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by mail
7.50
Daily, one year, by mail
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The New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
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and growing circulation
every poatoffice In the Territor. nii hg
among the Intelligent and progressive people m we Amthwest.
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DEEDS OP HEROISM,
BY CARNEGIE

MB

DAL AWARDS.

GENERAL

How Daniel J, Curl In Won a Undue of
Con ra tie and .Honey For II U Kduua.
tlon A Philadelphia filiT VuliU
Aet and It Reward.'

COMMITTEE
ING.

MEET-

MUTUAL

PENN

Purely

HE Carnegie hero fund com?
ralsslouerskeep
a sharp eye out
for acts of heroism. When
they learn of
deeds of courage they examine the record
of each case
and If In their
Judgment tbe
testimony justifies It make a
suitable award.

FOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety

of flew York

Co.,

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies

Palace Avenue
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUOHN, Prop.

On of the Best Hoteli in the West
Cubta and Tabic Senrfc Unexcelled

anti-tru-

u

AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

OF PHILADELPHIA,

mutual protection and benefit. Delegates from each of the twenty-fivSometimes
counties, all men directly interested in
Headquarters Republican Territorial the business were named. TIiIb action
hero Is rewardCentral Committee, Santa Fe, N.
ed simply with
was followed by. the various boards of
M, August 1G, 1900.
g medal, and
selected
that
commissioners,
county
A meeting of the members of the
sometimes a
to
the gathering.
more delegates
ComTerritorial Republican Central
money gift Is
From the information the New Mexi
mittee of New Mexico is hereby can has
added If tb
it. is rair to esti
received,
culled to assemble at the Commercial mate that, there will be between
corn in ss Ion
Club In the city of Albuquerque at twelve and sixteen hundred delegates
thinks that such
10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesdakiei, j. ctrnriN axo a course would
In attendance at the opening of the
nis exploit.
ue beneficial te
day, Sept., 5, 1900, for the purpose of convention September 18. Thisin itself,
the recipient. At its recent meetlug in
calling and setting a day for the were there no other attendance, would
Pittsburg the commission awarded
meeting of the Republican convention Insure the great success of this year's
meduls for acts of heroism
twenty-si10 nominate a candidate for a delegate
Territorial Fair nt Allmquern.uo.
and
ordered
$10,500 distributed for the
to the COth Congress of the United
of
this
Territory
The newspapers
benefit of thoso who risked their lives
States and to transact such other and of F.l Paso have unselfishly aided
to save others. Tbe stories of theso
business as may properly come be- and are today helping in every way
deeds of courage go to show that brav- fore the meeting.
to make this convention and the fair
uncry is common iu real life as well as
Proxies will not be recognized
generally a great, success and the
in Action.
One of the most thrilling
less held by citizens of the same coun- best ever held. This help comes
of tbe recitals Is the tale of how Dun- who
be
ap
should
member
ami
which
the
gives spontaneously
fully
ty of
New
lei J. Curtln, a
the
the proxy is a resident.
predated by the Duke City and by omYork boy, won a Carnegie medal,
Every member of the committee is officials of the Fair Association, l
Young Curtln has been n "water rat"
El Paso
urgently requested to be present in mentlng upon the subject, the
from the time be was able to toddle to
editorial
recent
in
a
gives
moment
of
Herald,
great
person as matters
the docks of the East river. He has
to the people of the Territory and to tlhe matter a great, boost as follows:
been employed Iu operating a switchNew
the
18.
during
"September
the Republican party will be disboard connecting the telephones of a
men
Mexico fair the wool and sheep
cussed, considered and disposed of.
large
contracting company whose ofAlbuof the Territory will meet at
H. O. BURSUM,
near the Eust river, and one
fices
are
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Oyster Bay is putting on metropoliChairman. querque to form a Territorial associaday last August he heard screams
the
to
tan
is
new
airs.
lias
which
It
theater
a
protect
offered
The
object,
tion.
Herewith are some bargains
CHARLES V. SAFFORD,
for help. He saw two
was opened with a "whole thing" show,
of the wool and grazby the New Mexican Printing Com girls, Hilda Elg aud llttlda Johnson,
Secretary. special Interests
act
to
unitedly
Mr.
and
and
I.oeb was there. Now, that's
Code of Civil Procedure of the
ing industries,
itruggliug In tbe water. He made a
careful puzzling; the New iMexican has an pany:
along lines marked out after
Territory of New Mexico, 189T, sheep running dive and was soon trying to
OF
FOR THE
will
Idea he was a woman hater.
consideration. Special attention
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri bring tbe drowning girls ashore. The
ANDREWS.
DELEGATE
be paid to the national laws and
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code Johnson girl seized him about the nock.
of the
A cablegram from Japan says the
The Republican press of New Mexi- regulations affecting the use
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- but be broke her hold and got her safe
killing of the seal poachers will he ed to New Mexico Code, Lawn of New ly to the river Imnk. Tbeu, although
co has received the announcement by public ranges and forests.
"The Albuquerque pupers declare amicably settled with this country. Mexico, 1899, 1901, and ton:!, Rngllsb much exhausted, ',e returned to little
Delegate W. H. Andrews that he will
into
received
to that responses already
There's nothing to settle; when the leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish Hilda Elg. She was sinking for the
be a candidate for
the convention poachers caught In the act wore killed and
the position which he has so aibly, effi- vitations insure that
Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full third time, but Curtln dived and caught
of
will be the greatest gathering
that was settled.
$2.75; full leather $3.50; her by the huir far below the surface
Pamphlet,
ciently and satisfactorily filled during
ever held in the west,
Pocket of the water aud swum with her to
Cover
Flexible
Sheriff's
the first session of the 59th Congress, sheep growers
delibera
of
its
results
,n,i that, the
cr shore, where he was assisted In getting
two
single, $U5:
Those who thought that Cuba was Docket,
subject to the decision of the Territo
on
effect
marked
will have
rial Remiblican convention. Patriotic Hons
must have more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su the girls to the pier. IIo thought so
Americanized
being
rapidly
the
promiAmong
Nos. 3 to 10, in little about It that he did not even tell
Republican papers, as well as decent nent men expected are J. M. Wilson, been awfully shocked by the news that preme Court Reports,
price, bis father, but one day a gentleman
at
delivered
publisher's
elusive,
of
and public spirited citizens, have recthe
the
been
had
Walkguards
palace
vice president, and Ceorge S.
called on him and Inquired all about
Corporation
ser
of
$3.30
the
Compilation
each;
value
the
oenizod
great
of the National Wool doubled to prevent the assassination of li.nw. 7fic:
er
Laws.
secretary,
the Incident. Among other things, he
Mining
Compilation
,
rendered
Hagen-barthvices of the Delegate so far
President Palma.
Growers' Association; F. J.
rue uoy wouiu une io sum;
50c; Money's Digest oi New Mexico asueu vnat
Nation-and many have announced that they
of
the
former president
$6.fift. delivered; If a chauce were offered him to go to
full
sheep,
Reports
will support him in the approaching
Senator
stnok" Association;
.
Perhaps some of those who are
ool. Curtln replied that engineer
n i n
mji
race finding that the best interests of Prnncis F. Warren, ot Wyoming, auu "kicking" about, using Chinese labor full list school blanks.
lug would be his choice.
the commonwealth will 'be served by Gifford Pinchot. government forester.
on the Panama canal know a way to
"'Would you like to go to the Stevens
and 'because faithful
his
Special summer rates to Los Ange Institute?" asked the man.
"The interest, New Mexico is uwufc entice American labor over there.
C'oas
and efficient service should be duly in this gathering, and in tbe national Otherwise it, is up to them to shut les, San Francisco, and Pacific
"You Just bet your boots 1 would!"
another evl- up.
The 'Silver
rewarded by
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen replied Curtln. And so It came about
Irrigation Congress, is
to
&
W.
S.
P.
E.
Railway,
alertness
canditral
Railway,
r,t the Territory's
City Enterprise approves the
that the gentleman, who was the cbnlrand fost
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
dacy of Mr. Andrews in the following watch out for her industries,
man of tbe hero fund commission, re
Sam Gompers now
regrets that
m
S.
or
on
address
For Information call
very convincing and truly spoken edi- er movements for tne aeveiu.m-- sinported in the boy's favor, and he reis
torial:
of her resources. New Mexico
a brome medal and $2,000.
celved
and
"Delegate W. H. Andrews has form- gularly favored for wool growing, have gressional game. Another warning
Miss Lucy E. Ernst Is a Philadelphia
industry
in
that
DO.
WHAT WE WILL
hpossibilities
ally announced his candidacy for
tongues.
against
girl, twenty years of age. Last July
on the Republican ticket not begun to be reair.. i
Whenever you want an easy shavo
is
climate
this fall. The delegate, with admir- great asset of perfect
'Rah! Great reform In Persia. In As gnod as barbers ever gave,
NOW iviexicu ouir.v...
able frankness, has no hesitancy in
Just call on ns nt our salon
to that are added cheap response to popular demand for redeclaring he covets the honor if it is
has form the Shah has consented to re- At morn or eve or busy noon.
the
territory
labor,
with
the will of the people to bestow it land and cheap
duce his five hundred wives to four We'll curl and 1ress the hair
upon him. He asks it with a frank- an endowment unsurpassed,
grace,
ninety-eighand
hundred
Notwithstanding
ness born of conviction of duty well lr,oal wool country.
We'll suit the contour of your face
Mexico will have to
razor sharp and scissors keen,
done as a Delegate to the 59th Con- this fact New
jOur
"nt.
No truth in the report that the cenmethods
Our shop is neat and towels are clean,
gress. This conviction is not mere adopt modern as yoPleen.oUod- - sus bureau was
sedivorce
gathering
go
on the
but it Is borne out
And everything we think you'll Bnd
wool
vapid
crets for a yellow newspaper. It is
centuries. The sheep and
suit the taste and nlease the mind,
To
by facts and is the natural pride which of past
business
on
a
merely trying to disgust the female First class hath room, T. W. Robert's
dustry must be idaced
mer
or
accompanies the successful and honorclerks with marriage.
basis, like any manufacturing
O. K. Barber Shop, 217 Salmon Rlock,
able accomplishment of pu'bllc bene- cantiie
business, with due provision
!S,m Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
factions. Such is Delegate Andrews'
shoot-fes- t
to tbe largest
in the streets of
The
utilize
to
not
position and such must be his feelconserving and multiplying,
Brownsville, Texas, by the colored U.
natme
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
of
ings iu the matter of his candidacy.
bounty
S. troops in garrison there, has not
He has fairly earned a
deserves
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
of
the
colored
the
'
"Albuquerque
increased
popularity
nH her convenat the hands of the Republicans and success tor .ner
June 1st to September 30th lliej
race in that vicinity.
a
at the hands of the lion for site works spieuu.u.,
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
Colopeople of the entire Territory. His
for them."
Witn disease germs in the water and return at. the rate ot $22.50;
issue is his record during his term as pare
$17.55.!
and milk, poison in the tea, coffee rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo,
Delegate. 'Standing fairly and squareAWaTfROM HOME TO LEARN and whiskey, and bile and liver trou- Tickets on sale dally and are good for,
GO
ly on this record, there isn't a man
ble in the beer, what in blazes is return passage until October 31st.
THE NEWS.
in either party who can defeat him.
F. D. Marshall, Acting Agent.
Democratic
a fellow to Jrink?
..,om,mh ns both the
The Enterprise shall have more to
Santa Fe, N. M.
committees of Arizona
say concerning this interesting per- and Republican
will
there
because
was
it
Perhaps
in opposition
TO CLOUDCROFT.
sonage, this 'man who does things,' have 'fused'
the bright lie no more nominating state convenA Summer Resort In Our Own Terrias the campaign progresses, but mean- statehood with New Mexico,
Democrats
preis
the
that
in
Texas
tions
of young Mr. Beveridge
time, it is well to bear In mind that
tory.
cisely like that of the late lamented made such a siege ot It. In their reDelegate Andrews is a candidate to
Commencing June 1st, good for re
old school cent gathering.
all
which
Marco Bozzaris,
succeed himself."
;tura September 29th, 1906, the Santa
last.' There
The Carlsbad Argus is also greatlv boys remember was 'his
- Fe
Central Railway, in connection
lecto
the
decided
has
Wellman
Walter
about
is nothing exceptionally bad
pleased, and says:
except ture another winter before 'ballooning with the 15. P. & S. W. Railway will
Senator
Indiana
"Territorial Delegate in Congress W. protuberant
MM round trip tickets at the low rate HISS Ll'OT K. ERNST, AND HOW HUB WOV
oratorical rotundity to the north pole. He says it is too
HUH MEDATj.
H, Andrews has formally announced that he Is such an
hni it looks like, n case ot $U.fi5. For advertising matter dein
i.ite
voice
start,
with
just
or a rotund oratory
himself as a candidate for ronomina-tioof Cloudcroft, call on or ad- she was with a party at tbe grounds
scrtptlve
calof
nerve.
lost
the
He became
by the Republicans for another and nothing else.
dress S. P.. Crlmshaw, Oeneral
of the Porter's Lake Hunting and
railroad
term. This announcement is being low tool of the New Mexico
Agent.
Fishing club. With her was a boy of
aid
the
revolution
Santo
has
state
Domingo
both
desired
very favorably commented on by the clique, which
sixteen,
a
Harry E. Schoenhut. Suddenly
started
.Senatorial
again.
Somebody
the
party, press and the Republicans of for Its 'bonds and also
she beard a horrible rattling sound,
mob
American
an
that
number.
lynching
report
tihe Territory, and at this late date advancement of one of its
then a cry and saw him rush from
and was coming with a cargo of rope and
it seems that Delegate Andrews will With all the ordinary arguments In his oil.
some bushes and reel fainting to the
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
he
persisted
have no opposition. This la very satis facts against him,
May 1st and until Sep- ground in her path. She knew what
Commencing
a
to
create
scheme
tickbad happened aud, though mortally
factory. He has made New Mexico purely partisan
Japan will "do well to take a peep tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell
a good representative in Washington, state out of two, which had nothing at the coming Oyster Bay naval re- ets on each Tue3day, Thursday and afraid of snakes, did not hesitate about
has carefully looked after and guard- In common, and whose populations
view before irrevocably deciding to Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di- what to do. She put her Hps to his bare
were diverse. But It requires a slicked the interests of the
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 arm and tried to suck out the poison.
Territory and er statesman than Mr. Beveridge to wipe the United Statee off the sea.
for the round trip. Return limit of The wound was small, and the blood
faithfully served all his constituents.
tabu
Pit
if.
Arizona kicker."
r
did not flow freely, so quick as a flash
Therefore, it is entirely proper that fool the
Alaska led off in the Congressional ticket November 30th, 1906.
allowed In California. For particulars she took out her penknife and cut
tus services should be recognized by Pennsylvania, Post.
two
miner
candidates
race
the
with
the
Go away from home to learn
away the flesh. Then she sucked the
another term. The date for the Rewinners. Ttoey can talk in call on agents of the Santa Fe.
is certainly well Illustrated in easy
news
F. D. MARSHALL,
poison out so successfully that the boy
cannot vote.
but
puoiican Territorial Convention has
they
Washington,
the
called
Acting Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. recovered. She was 111 for a week, as
not yet been named, but when it does the above from a daily paper
in the Smoky City.
she swallowed some of tbe poison, but
assemble it is practically a foregone Post, published
Chicago's grand jury has entered
of the railroad compaIs now as well as ever and rejoicing lu
conclusion that Delegate Andrews will The influence,
the
with
of
round
the
first
hig scrap
'
the award of a Carnegie silver medal.
nies, both in 'Arizona and In Now Standard Oil. Betting is quiet, with
be renominated by a unanimous vote.1
other heroes
Mexico, as far as can be ascertained
Among the twenty-fou- r
the odds on the greasy end.
is against the joint statehood proporecently recognized by the commission
THE SHEEP AND
WOOL GROW
wag Timothy E. Heagerty of Ashtasition, hence, this same Influence, "the
If alcoholism Is a disease, as the
ERS' ASSOCIATION.
New 'Mexico railroad clique" cited
bula, O., who displayed extraordinary
in saying, there are
riesioenc Solomon Luna of this aibove, is dead set against the joint scientists persist
courage In going to the rescue of the
schooner Yukon In a storm on Lake
year's fair association, who is also statehood plan, and had mighty little oases hereabouts that belong in the
the presiding officer of the New Mexi to do with the result of the 1904 elec- incurable column.
Erie In April, 1905. He received a suLOCAL TIME TABLE.
co bheep Sanitary Board, certainly tions In this Territory.
rer medal and $1,200 to raise a mortArrive.
New York's Coney Island la bound No. 721
struck the right nail on the head when
.
..12:01 p. m. gage on his home,
he conceived and advocated the hold HIGH FIGURES FOR NEW MEXICO to have sensations. It's latest was the No. 723
8:15 p. m.
real thing In a series of street, car No. 725
ing or a convention of New Mexico
11:300. m. The New Mexican Printing Company
FARMS.
riots.
sheep and wool growers, for the pur
has on hand a large supply of pads
Depart.
of from forty
orchards
and
Farms
pose oi rorming a territorial associa
No. 720
10:00 a. m. and tablets suitable for school work,
tlon of all those actively Interested to sixty acres are selling these days
A trolley trust Is the answer of No. 722
4:20 p. m. the desk, and also for lawyers and
..
In the sheep and wool growing Indus at from $100 upward per acre in this New
8:50 p. m. merchants; good anywhere. We will
England's high financiers to the No. 724
have
such
sales
Several
Territory.
m
the Sunshine Territory. After
try
trust busting sentiment of the. counNo. 722 connects wi ,h No. 1 west.
sell them at five cents In book form,
the plans were pretty well formulated been reported In Eddy County In the
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
but will give a discount on quantities.
try.
In
Juan
extreme
San
and
southeast,
Mr. Luna called on Governor Hager-maNo. 1 stops at all stations. ..
and presented them. These were County In the extreme northwest of
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
The New Mexican Printing Company
Report says some of the Nebraska
found to be not only very feasible, New Mexico. Farms larger In extent
more brineish than to Albuquerque to discharge passen- Is prepared, to furnish cards de vlslte
are
Democrats
In
In
the
Mesilla
the
Chaves
Valley,
but timely, and the governor issued
Fe.
for ladles or gentlemen on short noan official proclamation containing an County artesian belt and In Colfax Bryanish. "Treason, me lud, treason!" gers from Santa
F. D. MARSHALL,
tice, in first class style at reasonable
Invitation to the thousands directly County, have sold at from $250 to $400
Acting Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. prices, either engraved or printed. Call
There Is only one way to be sure
interested, to meet In Albuquerque per acre. Theso are hut pointers but
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk east on the New Mexican Printing Comduring fair week and form an associa they indicate, and that unequivocally, of not eating "iproceseed" oannod
side P1m, Btu,U Fa, New Mexico.
pany and leave your order
tlon of sheep and woo! growers, for Wiat New Mexico farm and orchard food products eat no canoed stuff.
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American and European rinn. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Nigtu. Preaa the Button we do the rest.

Coronado Hotel
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LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
Of the Coronado Restaurant,
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado is the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
. FURNISHED
ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.
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Modern Sc'unlitic Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and trcatmon! as approved by leading medical authorities Personal study and attention given each easn. Separate hospital for fever
and other patienls. For further particulars address,
DR. J. II. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA PI?, N. M.
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Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
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SANTA FE, N. M.
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ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
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Dwbow'i Office Building.
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THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

A u to mo bile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa F.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
rod the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and mills at least 24 hours In
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east mv

test.
J.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time, drips and band
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
4 a. m.,

W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexlc

Librarian

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23,

BAf

TI(E FIRST fJATlOJJAL
OF SANTA

.

Th oldest banking Institution In Nw Mtxlco, Established In 1170.
"
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Prwldtnt.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, CashUr.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Preldent. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Aulttant Cathler.
Surplus and Undlv! led Profit

11111,001,

StS,l

Transact a general banking bualnesa In all It branch.
Loana
money on the moat favorable term on all klnde of pereonal and col.
ateral aeeurlty. Uuya and sell bond and etocke In all market for
It ciutomer. Buy and sella domestic and foreign exchange and
make telegraphic transfers ofmonoy to all part
of the civilized
world on as liberal terme ae are given by any
agency, aubllo or private. Intereet a Mo wad on time deposits at the
rat of thrs per cent per annum, on a six month' or year'a term.
Liberal advance mad on consignments of llv atock and product.
The bank execute all ordere of It patron In th
banking Una, and
alma to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all reepecte, a la
with safety and the principle of eound banking, Safety Deposit boxee for rei.t. Th patronag of th public I reepectfully
g

NFW MKX1CO.

ROSWHLL,

THE MILITARY 8CHOOI, OF NEW MEXICO
KHtabllHhert and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, nil graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings,

plete;

11

electric-lighte-

steam-heate-

furnishings and equipments modern aud comall conveniences.
hatha,
watnr-work-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8'5M per session. Snsslnn
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
R08WEII( Is a noted health resort, 8,700 feet almve sea level;
Sunshlno overydnyfrniu .September to June.
RROBNT8 Kathau .alia, W. M Rend, W. M. Atkinson, W.
Klnlsy and E. A. Cahoon
Kor particulars address
COL. J, W. WILLSCN,
Supt.

0J0

ed by the miraculous cures attested U

the following diseases: Paralysis
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Bright' Disease of the Kid
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Altec
Hons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodglug and bathing $2.60 per day; 11
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
Denver fains and waits for Santa Ft
train upon request. This recort Is at
tractive at all seasons and Is open al
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calientt
can leave Santa. Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach Ojo Caliente at t . . m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40 For furthei
particular, address
In

e

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

A. F.

UA

Proprietor.
N.

Caliente. Taos County,

rrajteiac
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Opal, TwrtjKWi, QamiU and Other
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tLise waters tasneen thoroughly test

These Celebiated Hot Springs are
In the midst of the Ancient
211ff Dwellers, twenty-fivmile west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve mllca front
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 'cet. Climate
ver? dry and delightful the year
round.
There la now a commodious
hotel for tbs convenience of invalids
and tourists.
These waters contain
1.ISS.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
In tl
world, The efficacy of
Spring

Ionian

Is

CALICJ1TE HOT SPRINGS.

located

Un

ssai

H. C.

Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DBAI.BR IN

Mexican

Clock Jewelry

Watches.

Filigree

JEWELS

and Hand Painted Cliina.
.

ttnpalmf Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Spoclalty. Navahn Runs and
dian floods. Klllffrefl at Wholesale and Retail.
Fe, N. M.
, West Side I'laza, Santa

EALER

IN-F-

In-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBreyer
Gackf nhehner Ilye, Tnylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN

FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

FE

AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
A Wide

Vestlbuled,. Electric Lighted Train
UUNNINO THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

Los Angeles. St. Louis and Chicago
Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding
trip cheerfully furnished on application to
HILDEBBANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

M.

ROOSEVELT COUNTY'S
PROSPEROUS CONDITION
Texico Trumpet Give
Flattering
count of Progress Work of
Bureau of Immigration.

California, Mexico

A.

The

A. T. & S. P.

rtallrond

pany has bought twenty acres rf

--

nimny will sink fourteen deep wells at Wlllard and pump

ns far east as the nock Island.

water

The

com-

wind adjoining the town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more.

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT
Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price or lots will soon advance. Itelter come now.

The town site is owned

by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.

WILBUR A. DUNLAV Y, Vice
LOUI3 C. BECKER, Treasurer.

Pre.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agnt, Etancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has cbargo of the sale of Iota iu the absence of Mr Corbeit.

homa, Indian Territory,
Nebraska
and other western states In great numbers and are evidently doing the work
for which they are intended. Says
the Trumpet:
"That Texico is not being overlooked In tho westward flow of immigration Is demonstrated by the fact that
on Saturday and Monday, August 11th
t
and 13th,
homestead filings
were made in the commissioner's office nt. Texico. A large proportion ot
these settlers have located in townmiles north
ship six, about twenty-fou- r
of Yexlco, and this will be their nearest, trading point. Crops nre looking
fine, tho rainfall this season hav- lug been ample and having fallen just
as needed, so that ever sod crops arel
doing as well as, under ordinary clr eumstances, crops on old ground might j
no expecteu to no. All tins looks well
to the new comer and shows him that
this is not the arid country that It
has formerly been considered. From
a business standpoint of view our mer-chants may readily see that an influx
of Immigration
like that ot last!
Saturday and the following Monday
moans not only that about S1.G00 wa
paid out here by these new settlers
on those two days, but that nearly 101)
families will do their trading in
in the near future as a result
of only two days immigration. While;
these two days were somewhat ex- the steady flow of Immig.a-b-

THE BEAUTIFUL

FINE FRUIT HA.NCH for SALE.
One of tho best fruit ranche
la
ESPANOL A VALLEY
northern Bantu Fe County, about twen
Effective Monday. February 26, 1900. ty miles from this city, la for Bale,
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit,
lata bargain. For particulars apply to
So"" Bo1""'
North Bound mBXi Frost, Hoi No.
Raising --Abundance of Water.
Santa Fe.
The Jispanola Valley ox the Wo No i !mi
sutitiiiw.
iiti No a New Mexico.
Grande beginning twenty miles north!
SU
A rr, 7,000 4. 2d r.
of Santa Fe and extending north l.H pti
' .. ..luiiat'luiia
HAV i oj p
2.10 p irt
.. .Shiga liibuctt,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
im i m
twenty-fivmiles to
Is per-- ; 8
,,
j p
2.60
if. so
the
....
p
(Uorli
haps
greatest Irrigated valley In: a 40
it.a?i' 2 in
p
...,Htul'
New Mexico. No other valley has a
in p
.Moiliiro ..
l.Jf.
ATTORNEYBATLAW.
4.85 p
tt, 17.1 i in
,..Mi'lmr.li,,,
better climate, soil, variety of pro-- ft.Ufi
.. hntuuolti.
..
n.ui. 13.45
p
ducts or more abundant, supply of
....WUlKl-il.CAill.tA
MAX. FR09T.
.. I'rotfreBju
io. r
p
water for irrigation. The soil In this; ;
... IllttlHK..
H,4St
at law.
i
Attorny
...Tun-itiiiiLit
t Ml Hn(a 'e
valley Is free from alkali, cold, Stormy n.14 p
New Mexico
winters or excessively hot. summers:
Al .with
in
N,
Santa
Connecting
F,
it Is shut in by high mountains and
RICHARD H. HANNA.
&. liio Orando liailroad for
as a fruit district the conditions nre the Denver
Attorney at La.
lues In C'olnid.iii, l.'iah, Idaho,
Puimib
almost perfect. Thousands of acres mL,,,',
Office, Griffin BlK.
WuniitiiKiuti, and ho flreat
lie unciiltlvntert nn.i
,
North .
of tho waters of the great Bio Orande
a. W. PRICHARD,
in Torraiice for
Coniii'Ctiiig
all
roil iiy unused. Home seekers are; points east mid west with floldeu State
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practice In all tho District Courts
settling here rapidly and more are' Limited iralim ns. 4H and 44. Pull-and give special attention to case
welcomed o help make this beautiful man berth reserved by wire.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
For rut en and information address
valley the best In the ftockles.
Ofllce, Capitol Bids., Santa Fe, N. M
S. B. CHUMS HAW,
For further particulars in general,
PriP3 of bearing orchards. ImnroTed General PaaaeiiBer Agent, Santa Fe.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
To and From Roiwell.
an'i unimproved lands, etc., address
Connection made with Automobile'
Attorney at law.
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and
Santa Fe, - . New Nfeiicn.
Line
Torrance
at
for
Roswell
dally,
migration agent, Esnannta, New
8pn
Automobile leaves Torrance for Itos ;umr
Palace Are.
Ico.
well nt 4 a. ni. and arrives at Roswell
.
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Ros
l'MAS- LAW,
.Ti
"Cauaht In Colorado."
'
1
well for Torrance at p. m. and arrives
The finest lot of Speckled Beauties! at Torrance
at 10 p. m. The fare be - in. S 1 and Om Practlee k
ever
tnai
on
laid
will arrive
joii
eyes
not far behind this; the only differ-New Mexico.
Und between Torrance and Roswell;
erenco being that it is not usual that ww"
Sf,ihe fnnT1
a
'
nonuna'
seats
so many settle in one township. One
110. Reserve
on automobile hyi
.m vaT
.......
George Spence.
n. S. Rose.
w.l.ni 0iU m ,Be misop- - Wre.
J. W. STOCKARD.
thing more we would like to mention
of securing a nice me's of
6PENCE A ROSE.
portunity
in this article, is the fact that large
Automobile
Line.
Manager
mountain trout. Give them a call,
Attorney.
proportions of tho people who come and they will fix
Land, Mining and Corporation Law.
your order to your
here are brought by the untiring efnot
If
do
care
to
a
for
you
pay
Specialities, Notary In Office.
dally
forts of our real estate and immigra- liking. They employ the best cooks
and waitresses that money can pro- paper, subscribe for the Weekly New Ratancla.
New Mexico.
tion agents, therefore they are deservcure, and you will not. meet, with dis- Mexican Review and get the cream of
ing of credit, for their work and should
tho week's doings. It is an excellent
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
receive all the assistance we can give appointment.
paper to send to your friends.
them in their work. They, of course,
Attorney at law.
La Cruces. New Mexico.
The intense Itching ctiawicteristtc of
are working for the money there Is
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
In it, just as the rest of us are doing salt rheum and eczema Is
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
instantly
our work. But the fact remains that allayed by applying Chamberlain's
You can get some bargains In the Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coud
their interests nre our Interests, Inas- Salvo. As a cure for skin disease tWs real estate line right now by calling ties, Third Judicial District.
much as every new settler they bring salve Is unequaled.
For sale by all on the reliable real estate deplore,
in here helps that much to develop druggists.
Office west aide
Hughes & Delgado
A. W. POLLARD,
the country and brings that much
of Plaza.
Attorney at law.
more money into circulation here,
DUtrlot Attorney, Luna County.
Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
Dentin
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
New Mexico.
No one can reasonably hope for
St
It
Is
ot
that
the
firm
Why
when
bowels
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Hughes
the
are
jgood digestion
C. Wade.
Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of Delgado are making a success ot the J. E. Boaham,
constipated.
IONHAM A WADE,
real estate business? It Is because this
111.,
"I
Edwardsville,
suffered
says:
Palace.
from chronic constipation and stomach firm la reliable and any property
Attorney at Liv.
Charles B. Kehrman, John T. KelPractice In the Supreme and Distroubles for several years, but, thankia placed In their hands will be looked
ly, St. Louis; O. B. Earlckson, Las to
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver after in a businesslike manner. Office trict Court of the Territory, In the
Vegas; A. L. Greene and son, Newton,
Probate Court and before the IT. 9.
am almost cured." Why not west of Plaza.
Tablets,
M.
Beachy, Wichita;
Kansas; C.
Surveyor General and 0. 8. Land
a
get
of
itheso
tablets
package
,
and
get
Adrian Greene, Topeka; C. E.
Offlcere.
well and stay well.
SUMMER
EXCURSION
RATES.
Price 25 cents.
jAI Cruce, N. M.
New York; C. F. Nissen, C. E.
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
Samples free. For sale by all drugKansas;
and
son,
Newton,
Branning
E. C. ABBOTT,
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
gists.
Thomas Perry, Sells Circus.
in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
at law.
Attorney
points
Claire.
Practice
a the District and SuMinnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
M. F. King, Jr., A.
Hollingswortli, "Make Hay While the Sun Shines.-- '
There is a lesson In tho work ot the Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy- preme Court. Prompt and careful at
Keokuk, Iowa; J. W. Lowry, Burlingtentlon given to all business.
farmer. He knows that the oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
thrifty
VeLas
ton, Iowa; Eugenlo Romero,
DUtrlct Attorney tor the Countle
Dates of sale June 9th to Ifith, July
sunshine
bright
last
hut
a
may
day
gas; J. D. Hopkins, Pima, Arizona; and he
1st to lftth, good for return passage ot Santa re, Rio Arriba, Tao and Ban
for
the
prepares
showers
which
O.
G.
F. A. Jones, Albuquerque;
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
are so liable to follow. So It should until October 31st.
Payne, Washington, Illinois; Mr. and be with
On these excursions, rules to Chihousehold.
every
Dysentery,
M.O.
Mrs.
P. Swope, Wichita;
diarrhoea and cholera morbus may cago for round trip will ha $48.35. St.
A, B. RENEHAN,
Topeka; W. I. Rogers, Great attack some member of the home with-ouLouis $43.35. Kansas City $35 85. Memt
Practice In the Suoreme and DisBend; E. L. Miller, Enid, Oklahoma;
phis, Tenn., $45 50. For further
Chamberlain's
Colic.
warning.
E. W. Manes, Fort Scott; E. A. Esles, Cholera
call on S. B. Orlmshaw, gener trict Court; Mlnnlng and Land Iaw
and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
a Specialty. Room
Artesia; io the best known medicine
9 Sena
Muskogee; J. C. Maxwell,
al
passenger
agenL
for these
ftiig,
James J. Dunlavy, Wichita; W. A
Palace Are., Santa Fe, N. M.
diseases, should always be kept at
Edward Burton, W. R. hand, as Immediate treatment
Calling cards, business aud note paIs
Wood, Tuttle, Indian Territory; E. W. necessary, and delay may
CHAS. F. EA8LEY,
prove fatal per, envelopes and legal hlanks are
BarIndian
Carver, Union,
For sale by all druggists,
Territory;
(Ute Surveyor General.)
specialties of the New Mexican Printney Warner, Las Vegas; J. E. Haines,
Attorney at law.
ing Company.
R. Stover, Albuquerque.
Rauta
Summer Diarrhoea In Children.
New Mexico.
Normandie.
Uaad and Mtnlnf Business a
CAN SELL
During the hot weather of the sumSpecialty.
Mrs. mer months the first unnatural looseL. E.
Wiliams, Cerrillos;
Your Real Estate or Business
John ness of a child's bowels should have
No Matter Where Located
George Burke, Albuquerque;
EMMETT PATTON,
Immediate attention, so as to check Properties and Business of all kinds
Murray, Vinita, Indian Territory;
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
the disease before It becomes serious. sold quickly Tor cash In all parts of the
Box 96, Rotwell, New Mexico.
Branch, Cerrillos; Mrs. B.
El raso; T. ,T. Cook, Dayton; All that is necessary Is a few doses I'nIW Suites. Don't wait. Write toOfflce over Citizen' National Bank.
, of Chamberlain's
J. E. Rowland, Sol Rowland,
Colic, Cholera and day describing what you have to sell
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose and Klve cash price on same.
Oklahoma; E. P .Putney,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
IF VOL' WANT TO BUY
Oklahoma; C. G. Mill, J. M. of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Attorney at law.
Rev.
O.
M.
kind
Kanof
Business
or
any
Pastor
Real
Stockland,
of
tho
Estate
Milburn, II. F.
Eldorado,
Dlatrlftt Attorney for Second Judicial
E.
M.
First
at
C.
Little
me
C.
write
any price,
Church,
sas;
Smith, East Lynne.
Falls, Minn., anywhere,
your
District
writes: "We have used Chamberlain's requirements.
can, save you time
Coronado.
Practice In the District Court and
and
Colic, Cholera nnd Diarrhoea Remedy
money.
iMr. and Mrs. E. B. Bruniback,
the Supremo Court of the Territory;
DAVID P. TAFF,
W. H. Osborne, W, E. Beck- for several years and find it a very
also before the United State Supreme
THE LAND MAN.
ham, Burton, Kansas; W. A. Williams, valuable remedy, especially for sumCourt iu Washington.
415 Kansas Avenue,
Galisteo; Jose R. Anaya, Cosme Ana- mer
... . disorders in children,'' Sold bv
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TOPEKA,
KANSAS.
ya, Epefanio Escarsida, Anolinlo San "" "'"s&Largest and leaf equipped Bindery
chez, Pascual Vianueva, Estancia.
In the 3outhwest
Latest telegraphic news a feature
.
OSTEOPATHY.
of the Dally New Mexican,
Pink Lips Like Velvet. Rough, Chap-- :
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
ped or Cracked Lips, can be made as
II. E. No. 4917.
The New Mexican Printing
Comsoft as velvet by applying a light coat
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION".
Osteopath.
Is
pany
prepared to flll promptly and
No. 103 Palace Ave.
ing of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve. It
DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTRRIOR.
takes out completely the soreness of
satisfactorily all orders for engraved Successfully treat acute and carouto
Land Office at Santa F, N. M.
visiting cards, marriage announce- disease without drug or medicines.
cuts, bruises, and all skin abrasions.
Aiigint fi, mob.
Sold by Fischer Drug Co..
ments, Invitations and all work of that
No charge for Consultation.
kind. Prices as low as compatible Hour: 12 m.,
-Phone 1M.
p. m.
:
with
Call
at the New
good work.
New Mexican advertisers get trade ' "PS"" ' hi. otnim. vi: Homestead
Mexican offlce and examine samples
d
MINING ENGINEERS.
Kand
and price.
..ouinueiieinre tne
an,"Pe' N" M' on Smbo?
"!T9Mer'
CONY T. BROWN,
It an ordeal which aQ She TtftmOR tlin fnllnta-J- .
.
Mining Engineer.
women approach with
"Pn' "
joniVlVronnLlbeiH.rv'rn,'e
8crtary and Treaiurer New Mexico
Tito
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EL PASO,

J.

connection with the branch of the
agricultural
experiment station at
Yuma for canning tomatoes.
Yuma high society circles are all
agog over the horse whipping administered to W. H. Timmons, a wealthy
attorney by Mrs. Charles Meadows,
wife of "Arizona Charlie," on the
streets of that city. The whipping
grew out of a family feud between
Mrs. Meadows and hor sister. Mrs. Eddie Prankyl.
Maricopa County.
Arrangements have been made for
a great cowboy relay race on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday of fair week
at Phoenix.
f
of the entries
will race on Tuesday, and the other
half on Thursday the winners on both
days to run Saturday for the championship of Arizona. The race will be
two miles, changing horses and saddles every half mile. Purses of $1 50
for each race, divided, $100 to first and
$50 to second will be offered.
The
contestants must have resided ninety
days in the Territory and the horses
must be range horses, having participated in not less than three rodeos.
Graham County.
Mrs. .1. R. Kelker of Safford, sustained nn extremely palrful accident
one day mat week. In opening a can
of lye she in some way received a
particle of Its contents In her eyes.
The accident, while painful, will not
result seriously.
Graham County baseball tems are
adding laurels to their crowns whem
ever they play. The teams from Mo
renci and Clifton found easy victims
at El Paso.
Clifton has a new banking institution. The name of tlie new concern
is the Miners and Merchants National
Bank, of Clifton, with a capitalization
of $50,000. Among the men back of
are S. J. Forbes, Ceo.
Frazer, Archie Morrison, fieorge Webster and Henry Hill.
Cochise County.
J. Porley Biglow, 'bishop of the
Douglas ward of the Mormon Church,
has purchased a lot. In the Donohoe addition north of the city and will shortly begin the erection of a church structure on the lot. 'Mr. Donohoe con
tributed them $05 of the value of the
lot. In building their church they will
materially assisted by the "stake,",
or Mormon jurisdiction to which Dong- las belongs and they will also call
upon 'the citizens of Douglas for some
assistance. The ward is said to be
growing rapidly, 75 adults now being
members of the congregation.
The population of Bisibeo is increasing so rapidly that tlhere is a famine
of vacant houses and vacant rooms.
Houses cannot be ibuilt fast enough
to accommodate 'the influx of people.
Eighteen car loads of Angora goats
from southwest Texas arrived In Doug- las last week over the Southwestern,
and from there were driven overland
to Pearce.
The goats were shipped
by Carruthers and Slnde.
In the presence of 30.000 people
Walter Bradshaw and alike iMcNIch- ols of Bisbec, won the greatest drill
lng contest ever pulled off in the
northwest, at Butte, sinking a hole
45
inches through a Mock of hard
Montana granite in fifteen minutes, in
eonrpotiilon with seven other teams.
Pima County.
The registration officers at Tucson
have thus far registered 1 900 names.
Tho registration this fall is expected
to reach thirty-sihundred.
Through.a confession of one of the
members of the gang, the Arizona
rangers have found unmistakable evidence of a plot to hold up a Southern
Pacific train or an attempt to steal the
gold bullion from the King of Arizona
mine, In which Tucson people are Inwhen the hu'llion
terested,
was
brought to McHHawk for shipment.
The plan was revealed through the
confession of .fames Alexander, who
Is now in Jail at
Solomonville and
who must answer to charges of
and counterfeiting.
H. H. Ktoball, was fined $17.50 by
Justice Btehoy for violating the game
laws at Tucson. Kiniiba'H was charged
with killing a number of song birds
which lit. ils alleged he wished to sell.
The 'birds were found 'by Came Warden Meagher. They are said to have
been killed in the Catalines. The maximum penalty for the violation of the
game taws is $300, but Kimball was
let, off easy, as it was his first offense and he pleaded ignorance of tihe
game laws.
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V, It. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paao, Tex.

Ac-

The Texico Trumpet in Its last issue gave a very encouraging account
of conditions In Roosevelt County. It
shows which way the wind blows and
that eastern New Mexico, especially,
is being settled at a very rapid rate,
heretofore entirely unexpected. Part
of this is a result of tho effective
and steady work by the Bureau of Immigration; the publications of this
Bureau have been and are being distributed through Kansas. Texas, Okla- -

1
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indescribable fear, for
nothing compare with
the pain and horror of
child-birtThuthnnah
of the Buffering and danger in store for her, robs the
expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousand! of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during
pregnancy rob
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This cientific liniment it a god-sen- d
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the peril of child-birtbut it use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dig- h,

sues PuWYlHUEQ
sfsri
li.oo

per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
Th Bradfitld Regulator Co., Atlanta, 6a.

-

Duran.

imju.

r rnncixra

Mexico.

Antonio. Garcia, Matlai Ar- nriio, all of Snnln Fe. N'MANUEL R, OTRRO,
R eirlBtrr.

1

fehoel

dsethat

Mine.

New Mexico.

CIVIL ENQ'Rt

$100 Rewaid, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
to
learn that there Is at least onepleased
dreaded
soienoe has been able to on re In
all Its stages and that Is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure la the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being; a constitutional
disease, requires a
constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken Internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
uie ai.rase. ana giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in Its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
case that It falls to cure. Send tor listauy
of
testimonials.
Address P. J. CHENEY A CO., Tolepo O.
Sold by all Druggists, Km.
.Take Hall family P'ls for oonstlpstion.

of

Socorro,

AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET & SMYTHE.
Mining and Hydraulic

Civil,

Engineer.

Assaying and General Contracting.
Ride Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.

East

RALPH A. MARBLE,
Engineer and 8urveyor.
United State Deputy,
New Mexico
Estancia,
Civil

CIVIL

But

HIRAM T. BROWN,
ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
U. 8. Mineral 8urreyor
Fe,
New Mexico,
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iTETSON HATS

j

to look Young.

!

SeligmanBros. Co.

;

To the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the

hand-mad-

HATS
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CARRY

A

Great Reduction

e

Summer Goods

Go in increasing numbers year tifter yesr. 1 he whole Wot'd
conttibnten in tnnteiial snd wears tbe result.
sckm wl- Everywhere tbe Stetson Hat Poft and Peivy-a- re
dged as tbe standard in style, beauly find finish
WE

LESS THAN COST

FULL LINE AT POPULAR frilCES

We nUo Carry another line which comes cheaper in price,
Sett, from 31.25 to np to $3.50
Derby, $3 50.
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SWEET 0Rr

PANTS

ing Suits, Trousers, etc.
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CHARLES WAGNER

pants

carry a big line
of latest styles.

We

Iri
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Handsome

Ftsnitttie

pat-

terns and perfect
fit will certainly

San
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PEOPLE

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

Colorado

TOW!

WINTER GROCERY CO.
Ojo Caliente, New M

Co.

arc as far

please you.
'.M'.l-i.-
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Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Out-

v

iNo

1906.

delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
PERSONAL MENTION
Established 1856.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Incorporated 1903.
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
Charles H. Kehrniuu, St. Louis
at Publisher's price, $3,30 each.
bust-traveling man, today attended to
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
No uncertainly no long waiting lor Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
ness affairs hero.
Apply Hngnn's Magnolia Bnlrn
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
A. J.
Frank, of Aigodones, has results. liicc
and you'll have a smooth, 240
to vour
will
and
on
Page J, P. Criminal Docket, $2,75.
to
business,
Chicago
gone
It is n delicately
girlish
complexion.
320 Page J, P. Docket, V Civil,
be absent several weeks.
perfumed liquid which puts youthful
Criminal, $4.00.
H. W. Webb, a traveling man iron beauty where signs of ngc begin to
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
Clenrs the skin of freckles, pimKansas City, looked after hnslnoss afBlanks.
and other blemishes.
sallowness
Mining
ples,
In
the
fairs today
Capital.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
0. B. Earlckson, representing a Las
sheet.
of Publisher,
Agreement
talked
Vegas wholesale house, today
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
business to Santa Fe merchants.
ON ALL
sheet,
Appenl Bonds,
of
E.
Socorro,
Mrs. Joseph
Smith,
with Mr. Reed, The dead man was Appeal Bouds, Criminal,
has gone to Darlington, Wisconsin, a relative of Mr. Reed's wife and, Appearance Bond,
sheet.
for a lengthy visit with relatives.
therefore, Mr. Reed Is anxious to pro- Appearance Bond, on Continuance
.
J. P. Eo.rickson, of Las Vegas, a cure facts concerning the report. As
merchandise broker, war In the city near as can be ascertained the de- Bond for Appearance, District Court,!
sheet.
yesterday calling on his local trade. ceased had an interest in what were Justice Quarterly Report,
Bheet.
Professor Robert P. Noble, presi- - believed to be valuable mining claims Bond for Deed,
while In Bond, General Form,
sheet.
ilont of the School of Mines, of So-- i In central New Mexico and
was quite well to do. Mr. Bond of indemnity,
this
section
sheet.
on
here
business,
who
been
has
eorro,
returned to his southern home this Reed will gladly pay for the trouble Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen,
sheet.
any one in southern Santa Fe County Official Bond,
evening.
may take should It be possible to find Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
oil
coal
territorial
Kngenlo Romero,
killout more concerning the reported
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Inspector and treasurer of San Miguel
or the whereabouts of A, L. Gee.
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
Counlv. was in the citx yesterday on ing
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
official business.
sheot.
Letters of Administration,
TORRANCE
COUNTY
Roderick Stover, an electrician,
Administrator's Bond and Onth,
with home in the Duke City, registerVISITORS HERE sheet.
He
ed at the Claire last, evening.
Letters Testamentary,
came on business.
sheet.
Delegation From Eastern Portion Vis- Declaration in Assumpsit,
,f. E. Haines, ot Albuquerque, form-erlited Friends and Transacted
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note. 14
a resident of this city, arrived last
Business in Capital.
sheet.
A delegation of residents of East
sheef.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
evening from the south and today
ern Torrance County, reached the city Assignment of Mortgage,
terviewed old friends.
sheet.
of Salt. Lake Tuesday. Its members came partly Mortgage Deed without insurance
Miss Marie Meloy,
sheet.
Clause,
City, is expected to arrive in the city on business and partly to visit rela
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the
City
nils evening nnd will be a guest, for tives and friends here. They were: Options,
and
John
of
Notice
grower
Hesch,
post
sheep
O.
P.
Box
Protest,
a wei'k of Miss Zelma Crown.
219.
Phone 36.
master at Pnlma, a settlement about Notaries' Notice of Publication, V
M, T. Moriarty, of Moriarty, was in
miles east of Moriarty;
twenty-fivsheet.
the city today, and left this afternoon
William, who la a native of Santa Warranty Deed,
in company with a party of homeseek-- :
years of age and Quit Claim Deed,
Fe, now twenty-thresheet.
ers bound for the Estancia Valley.
who Is associated with his father In Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Antonio J. Romero, Namba farmer, sheep raising. When this boy was Deed of Trust, full Sheet.
spent yesterday and today here on a about five years of age, he managed Release of Deed of Trust,
RhPtt.
visit. Crops of cereals and alfalfa are to fall Into the reservoir of the Water Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
came
very good in the Nnmbo Valley but and Light Company here and
Homestead Application,
shnet.
very near drowning. The episode was No. 1 Hhraeatcnd,
fruit is scarce.
sheet.
"the talk of the town for several days
Drse-- t Land Entry,
W. P, Johnson, president of the
sheet.
at that time. Perfecto Jaramillo, as- Affidavit
American 'Lumber Company, who has
Required of Claimant.
of Torrance County, also wool
sessor
sheet.
been taking the baths of the Jemea
Affidavit,
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
Is accompanied by his father.
Homestead Proof, hill sheet
Hot Springs, has returned to Albu- grower,
and
Jaramillo
by
Jose Francisco
to
Notice
Assessor hy Prnhatp Clerk.
querque.
Nicolas Tenorlo, a sheep grower and
sheet.
Mis, Alan R. McCord, accompanied resident In the vicinity of Palmn. The
We
in
shret.
by her mother nnd little son, left to- report live stock In first class condition Lease,
of Personal Property,
sheet,
LEAD
day for Litchfield, Illinois, where she tlon and an abundant, supply of water iMie
r
will spend several months pursuing and grass for the fall and winter. t'nattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
musical studies.
There is as yet not much agriculture
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
TEDDY
Professor Fayette A. Jones, of Albu- in their section and the people living Mortgage Deed,
sheet
In sheep
are
there
engaged
mostly
returned
querque, mining engineer,
Power
of
sheet.
in
Attorney,
r
Jaramillo states
last evening from the Chama River growing. Asses-oBond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
of taxable propcountry, where he examined iplaeer that the aassessment
Complaint, Criminal, V sheet.
Charles Wagner, Llcened Embalmer.
erty for the present year for Torrance Forcible
gold fields for eastern parties.
Entry aud Detainer, Com- increase
considerable
a
shows
County
A. Hollingsworth and M. F. King,
sheet.
plaint,
over last year's figures. The party left
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Rum
Jr., of Keokuk, Iowa, and J. W. Ixwry, this
&
Rio
Denver
the
via
morning
of Burlington, Iowa, are in the city
sheet.
mons,
f
Grande Railroad for Chicago to see
for a few (lays and are guests at the
sheet, '
an eastern trip. Replevin Bo.id,
and
the
enjoy
sights
Execution
Claire hotel. The trio are on a comForcible Eutry
nd He
bined business and pleasure trip.
sheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott, of BISBEE CURFEW
sheet.
Auldavit,
the Second Judicial District Court,
LAW EFFECTIVE Replevin
Peace Proceedings. Complaint,
sheet.
and daughter Miss Constance, returnsheet,
Warrant,
ed yesterday to the Duke City from
Nine
on
After
Streets
Children Found
Commitment,
shtt.
a two months' sojourn at their old
O'clock, Arrested Promptly and
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet,
home in Haverhill, Massachusetts.
Held at Jail.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Bernard Warner, of Las Vegas, a
l
curfew-belBisbee, Ariz., Aug. 23. The
General Blanks.
former undertaker in Santa Fe, is in
is ringing every night now In this
shoet.
Township Plats,
the city and may take charge of the
city and woe betide tho boy or girl Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Now at their best. Will also have CaliCha-undertaking business of the late
roaming about the streets here after
sheet. ,
Wagner. Negotiations to that, cm! its ominous warning. It was not until Agreement, for
fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
License, Ret.ill l.lqnor
Application
are now pending between himself and the attention of the
city fathers was
sheet.
Dealers,
Mrs. AVagner.
every Thursday.
called to the fact that boys of tender Application for License. Oniis an
Harry Simms, of Chicago, and Frank age and even girls still in knee dress- Butcher's Bond,
sheet,
POULTRY
WEDNHSDAYS &
FRIDAYS
Williams, of Greeley, Colorado, who es were gadding about late at night Attachment Writ,
flheet,
yesterday bought the Pecos Valley and straying from the path of recti- Attachment Summons as Osniltthrtrt,
ranch of William A. Williams, left to- tude that a halt was ordered. There
sheet,
day for the Upper Pecos to take an has been an ordinance in the city stat- Execution,
sheet,
inventory of the livestock and farm- utes In the nature of a curfew law for Summons,
sheet.
resome" years but it was not until
ing implements.
sheet.
Subpoe..a
slice
Miss T. Chincholle, of Paris, France, cently that it was ever enforced. The Capias Complaint,
Phone 26.
Phone 26
is a visitor in Santa Fe, and will re police have been given instructions Search Warrant
sheot,
v...
to
on
or
the
arrest
any boy
girl
main for several days viewing the
mock Blanks.
streets after 9 o'clock. Such offendsights of the Capital. She Is In this
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
ers will be placed In the city Jail and
country on a pleasure trip and has
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
held there until their parents come
.
visited a number of points in the
25 Blanks, 40c. per Book.
curof
the
for
The
enforcement
them.
She will go from here to CripBill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven
few law Is already having a salutary
PRICES.
ple Creek
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
effect upon the precocious juveniles.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet.
bourns Perry, advance agent for
We have a quantity of first class
the Sells Shows, was in the city today
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
furniture, stoves aud ranges that we
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
ore going to close out in the next
paving the way for the circus, which
sheet.
is booked to appear here September
Brand,
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
to Gather, Drive and Handle
13.
the time to fit up your house when
Mr. Perry arrived last night and CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF Authority
Animals not Bearing Owner's Reou can get the best goods at the lowregistered at the Palace hotel.
NEW MEXICO.
corded Brand,
est prices. We will furnish your
sheet,
Charles M. Wilson, Charles Atchi-- j
The New Mexican Printing Company
house from kitchen to. garret.
You
sheet,
son, and M. Lewis, a trio of commer-- j has the largest facilities nnd most Certificate of Brand,
run pay cash and get a discount or
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
cial men from Denver, were itmong modern machinery for
kinds
all
doing
we will give you all the time you want
Our Blank Books speak for them
today's arrivals in the Capital and reg- of Printing and Binding in
on easy payments. Call In and see
selves.
istered at the Claire hotel. They got style. Manufacturers
Loose-leaf!
of
our goods.
into Lamy late last night and remain- Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
Spanish Blanks.
ed there until the arrival ot the branch a
In
Book
Best
the
D. S. LOWITZKI,
specialty.
Bindery
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
train this morning from Santa Fe.
Southwest.
Auto de Prison,
Lower San Francisco St., Santa Ft
pllego.
School Blank.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
George 0. Payne, formerly of Ill
Flanza Oficlal,
inois, and who has been traveling in Oath of School Director,
pllego.
of
School
of
the southwest for some time for the Certificate
Flanza Oficlal y Juramento
Apportionment
pllego.
sheet.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
benefit of his health Is In the city
Funds,
pllego.
Contrato de Pn tido,
with a view to locating In the Terri- District Clerk's Annual Report,
pllego.
sheet.
Escrltura de Renuncia,
sheet..
tory. He Is a druggist by trade and
sheet
Documento Garantlzado,
has also had experience in real es- Enumeration Form,
pllego.
sheet.
tate business. He will make this Ter- Teacher's Certificate,
Formula de Enumeracion,
pllego.
sheet,
Contrato Entres los Directores y
ritory his future home for health reas- Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
ons. He called at the office of the Contract for School Teacher,
pllegos.
Contrato de Combustible,
Bureau of Immigration today and was Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
pllego.
sheBt.
Contract
for
Notas Obligaclones, 2Cc por 60.
furnished with literature descriptive
Fuel,
of the resources, conditions, climate, 480 Page
Llbros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Ledger, $6.50.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
etc., of the Territory. He will visit Money's Digest of New Mexico' Re- Libros di Recibos, Bupervlsores de
C5c.
other sections of New Mexico before
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
Camlnos,
sheet.
Gambling Table,
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
finally locating.
pliego.
of
for
sheet.
Documeuto de Hipoteca.
Application
License,
pllego. .
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
Documento Garantlzado, extensa forBhet;
INFORMATION
3lze of Blank.
ma entera.
on
7x8
inches.
Certlficado de Matrimonlo, 10c.
OF A. L. GEE
8V2XH inches.
sheet.
RENTS GOLLEGTED AND TAXES PAID,
Full sheet. 14x17 lnrhes.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Wanted By Relatives Missing Man
HE
Notes,
Lode
pad.
per
Promissory
sheet.
Mining
Location,
Reported to Have Been Killed
Business of Non-R- e side r. Is Attended to.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting. 25c Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Years Ago.
each.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Title Eond and Lease ot Mining Prop
George F. Reed, traveling for a Missouri Code Pleading, $8.
erty,
Los Angeles firm which
deals In
-The two for $10.
sheet
Mining Deed,
leaOher novelties now being manufacsheet.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Mining Lease,
tured in that city in large quantities Probate Clerk and Recorder, VMheet
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
was In town Tuesday on business.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
vlt,
While here he endeavored to obtain in- Notice of
Afflda-- '
of Attorney and
formation concerning the report that Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
Prices.
between 1895 or 1897 a man by the
sheet.
On
or
$ .05,
sheeta, eacn
10S Palscs Avsnus.
name of A. L. Geo was murdered In
Miscellaneous.
1
Full sheet, each
'Pntns No. 161.
the mining section of this county, Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
2
sheets, per dozen
1903; English and Spanish; pamph35
probably In the vicinity of Golden or
sheets, per dozen
San Pedro. Mr. Reed called on sev- let, $2.25; full leather, $00.
.65
Full sheets, per dozen
eral of the old citizens of the town, Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
1.75
sheets, per hundred
buf could find no clue to the truth of
$1.00; paper bound. 75,c.
2.60
The New Mexican can do printing
sheets, per hundred
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
the report. He left his address with Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish, Full sheets, per hundred
4.00 equal to that done in auy ot the largs
Book for New Mexico, historical
Blue
the Dally New Mexican and should
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50 100 assorted blanks take the per
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
100 price.
any of (he readers of (his journal In Sheriff's Flexible Ccer Pocket Docket
work we turn out. Try our work ones and official compendium of value to
the southern part of the county reOn an order ot 600 blanks, customer'
single, $1.25; two or more books,
and you will certainly come again. We every business man and officer and o
$1 each.
member the circumstance, they are
business card will be printed under fll have all the facilities for turning out Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
requested to address the editor of the Notary Record, $1.25 each.
lng withtvi extra cost
every class of work, including one of Price $1.50. Address the New MexNew Mexican who will communicate Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2 75 Teachers' Monthly Report,
the best binderies In the west.
ican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
sheet
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RASPBERRIES

I

xcico,

J

s.

LltMa
TRY IT
M. V.

All You Want

Wat

i

q. s.

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

BUTTER A SPECIALTY

CUT PRICES!

south-west-

j

I

S. E. Comet Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

LEGAL BLANKS.!
'

III

Mil

IB

III

INCORPORATED SUStSUOi3!SS&LMS'

Cart wright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
H. B.

Grain, Flour and Potatoes.

Stations y.

Patent Medicine and 6rocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

first-clas- s

J lievv

ATTENTION ttlVIN MAIL OAOEft.

Uiexico EmDioymeni Bureau
AND REALTY CO.

hand-mad-

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
Our Price Will Surely Interest You

Situations

. .

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone 14

Approved Security.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

;

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER BUY ANY OTHER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent

IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
REWE
RECENTLY
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE
, .

e

RIght-of-Wa-

A Nice 7 Room House.
Lot. Good Location.
Fruit Trees.

Large
Plenty of

I
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BARGAINS IN

but the only damage reported was the
l
Mowing down of several miles of
Railway. These were out of commission unto a late hour this afternoon. Heavy rains yesterday are also
reported from points south of Albuquerque.
Walter Scott, the Death Valley miner, who gained notoriety a short time
ago by his love for fast riding, was
a passenger on ono of the Santa Fe
trains which passed through Lamy
yesterdny. Scotty said he was going
to New York City to testify in the
White-Thamurder case. Ho said that
he had prevented White from killing Harry Thaw, who finally killed
White.
telo-tra-

minor city topics
The Salmon block Is. rapidly near-lucompletion and the work on it Is
being rushed as much as posslblo.
Carpenters were busy today putting up
the wood work for the cornloo of the
new building.
The following citizens will represent
the city of Las Vegas at the National
Irrigation Congress at Boise, Idaho:
Millard W. Browne, William G. Hny- don, Dr. H. Ai, Smith, James C. Mc
Nary, and Charles W. G. Wnrd.
g

Charles h. Utigenfelter of Boise,
Idaho, has been appointed as a clerk
in the local United States land office,
and Is expected to arrive In Santa Fe
about the first of next month. Mr.
will fill tho vacancy
Llngenfolter
caused by the transfer of A. C. Cheev-e- r
who hns been transferred to the
land office at Roswell.
In response to a telegram from Captain E. C, Abbott, Sergeant Turley, of
Company F, First Infantry, 'New Mexico National Guard, left today for Las
Vegas to participate In the shooting
tournament for the Hagerman cup. It
Is supposed that one of the members
of the Santa Fe team was disqualified
In some manner and a substitute was
needed.

AND RANCHES
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Milei
North of Santa Fe.

All

The following orchards and farm
properties In the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley In southern Itlo Ariba County m the Territory or isew
Mexico, are for sale alt a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for sell
ing. The section Is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only In New
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address n. C. Bnnney, real estate and
Insurance agent, Espanola, Nflw Mexico. The properties are;
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, ban, and corral; all fenced and
under Irrigation; one mile from postoffice, two and a half miles to railroad
station; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Esnnnola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
from Ulo Orantle; price $2,000.
No. 3, Seven acre orchard and marf
mile to town,
ket garrtem tract,
railroad, postoffiee, school and church;
telegood six room house, having
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
$700 in $900 in vegetables alone; prlv

careful

women use

Mrs. Charles Wagner has decided
to continue the business in which her

late husband was engaged and the
store was
yesterday, after
Mth.
being closed since fals death.
Wagner Is negotiating with Bernard
Warner to assume the management
of the undertaking branch of the esMr. Warner was emtablishment.
ployed as an assistant for a number
He
of years in the establishment.
has been located lately at Las Vegas.

ORCH-ARD- S

Woman who Buffer from
ail
l
i.i
CM Ulie lull nil
(nil .iivci, tsii u m i
1111
tlielrstoinneli with
not
and other drugs.

and
ivere headaches,
l:
i..,

cal-om- ol

-

QUICKLY CURES
biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and
Dyspepsia, Maiuria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. ('. T. Pliill. y, Marble,
tln.j lur- Falls, Tex. wrin-sliiiie tile itst liver eoi'reclive
over tried.
hns dune inv i'a- ir. i fy nrul myself a. world of
I ret
it to my
nooil.
I'll tuts."
- PRICE 50c. -

Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, t. 0. 0. F.,
will hold its regular weekly meeting
this evening at Odd Fellows' hall on
San Francisco Street. The lodge will
be called to order at 7:30 o'clock.
The members of tho Democratic
Tho Estancia Valley was visited by county committee of San Miguel will
a rain storm late yesterdny afternoon meet at Las Vegas Saturday next to

I

1

one-hal-

1

Ballard Snow liniment Co.

sr. l.oi'is,
How will your cold be tonight? Worse,
probably. How about tomorrow? The
trouble is, colds always tend downward.
Stop this downward tendency with Ayer's
mm all
Cherry Pectoral. Your doctor will tdl you why it can do this. Ask
Ask h m f he has nnvt lnll! Defter tor eouens ana coius. iiien
nhnut it
We publish
J. O.AyerCo.,
TVo liavo no BacrctK
follow his advice, whatever it is.
Lowell. M: SH.
our rifnioiTip
1tii roritiittiin

.

mo.

OUR LEADER

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading forms, U, Missouri Code
Pleadings, $0; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws ot New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SherlC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nob. 3 to 10, Inclusive $3.3(f each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilation Minof
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $fi 50;
full list, school blanks.

i w (. m

The New Mexican rrlntlng Company has on hand a large supply ot
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper if ordered In larger quan
Hi Ins
These tablets are made from
.v. n.lrtn nn(, pnrt3 ot thB bpst naDer
obtaintthlo, and you are getting double
buying.
your monov's worth when
GIVE 1'S
THEM.

CALL

A

AND

v

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are In the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa

To Our

we have added a fine line of Framed

Pictures, consisting ot Carbonettes,
Pa3tels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullmnn & Co., New York.
These
gooil3 aro attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and ba
your own iudge,
SUMMER SPECi ALTIE3
we have a fail tine of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
I'ots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life, Also, full lino of tents and supplies. Call and see them.

6. SYSTEM

SdiiU 1b Bidinli.
lifietllvt but emltcr lOlit, juu.v

$2,2Rn.

furniture

Department

EXAMINE

All kinds of Blanks conforming to
the New Mexico laws for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Co.

D. &. Fi.

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added See line before

No. 1. For sale Bheep ranch of 52
1ST BUt'lll)
)IHI BOITBD
acres with good fences and Improve
Mo 4;H, MlMa
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Station
No4j5
metits, has excellent waiter, shelter
0.
.Li. ..Santa Fa
Ar.. 3 ii d
hay land and controls several thou tl:(s
"
:M p ...S4.. ..
.. KapaDola.
l.v.. Wpi
sand acres of fine goal, grazing land Ua ill
" .. Usas.p
... tunhiHJo
i ,.M..
FRUIT JARS.
call a county convention for the pur- No better proposition tor a paying 3:00
" .. 11: i
p ..M.. .. " .. .Karranca
We have a large stock of jars, all
" .. .Servllleta . .. " .. 10:2s p
i
to
of
the
pose
electing delegates
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
..at.. ,. " .. lre I'leilras. " .. 1CIKH) i
sizes and rubbers.
territorial
convention
Democratic
" .. h:10 p
No. 5. Twenty acres, navtng about
M u Ul).. ,. " .. Autunitu
" ...A lam t
8:.
p ixi..
:Wal
K.J
which will he held in Santa Fe, Sep- ten acres of full bearing apples of
".
'
.KM...
Hsu p
...I'tiahl
tember 12th.
" ...Cnlo S rluga. "
standard varieties, reaches and nl tuns. 4::
.SSI..,
Wfi
1
.m. Ar...tlauvat
l.f
top
Slater Mary Leo of the Sisters o,'
SAVE YOUR ICE
Trains (tlop tit Ktutuido for fi inei
Loretto, who has been in a precarious acres garden land, good Ave room
and
your money by purconsequently
condition for several dtiys, was report- adobe housfl, well bnili and finished, where good mels ute served.
a refrigerator that Is built
At Anionito for Omango, SlHerton chasing
ed this afternoon as much improved good barn; the whole place almost en
scientifically and In tho most modern
and intermed'.'ite poinis.
It was feared last night that she tirely surrounded by a hedge ot
,
style. We can sell you the best one
At
Alamosa
for
Of
Pueblo
a
and
trees
serve
which
as
Denver,
protection
if deposited With US On Certificates
deptStt3, as time could not survive more than a few
on the market today and will guarIntermediate
via
the Btnnd
from the wind and add to the attracpoints
hours; but s,he, bcgan t0 rally
ard gauge line, via La Veta Tass or the antee It to give absolute satisfaction
deposits or savings accounts.
hopes are now enter tiveness of the place; produced last narrow
or we'll take It off your hands.
Hidden around your p!ace ihey foim bait fcr burglars, mined for her recovery, she under- year over $1,200; pric $2,250; one and entire gaugeIn via Salidu, making the You will obtain more refrigerator
and
of
a
east
fourth
miles
trip
daylight
passing
ISspanola.
do no went a dangerous surgical operation No. C. The
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
food for fire, are a constant cause for worry
"Espanola Garden," one through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE than from
last Saturday.
any other cold storage box.
all
on
also
for
Creede branch.
half mile cast of Espanola at $2,250.
points
.
gOOd tO anybody.
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
Improvements at the Sunmount This
S. K. HOOPER,
is a full bearing apple or
place
saves health and saves work. Bookcity are progressing rapidly and chard and market garden tract of sev
Q. P. A., Denver, Colo
Placed in bank, your savings in the form of cash or
let for the asking.
it is believed the sanitarium will be en
room
a
six
acres;
house; telephone,
credit help to transact the business of the country and are rea ly for Buests ln two weoks; Many barn,
cellar, packing house, corral and
a source nf Food to the entire COrrH now features of comfort and conve- wire fence and house for chickens. A
nience are being added. Shingle roofs beautiful and convenient home
and a
are being put on tents and the as- tnunity
place to make good money, besides
Ideas perfected, and
im'been
sembly building has
greatly
apples this place has cherries, pears,
Open an account here and co
proved so that it now presents a very plums, quinces and large beds of asmodels made from
and invltins appearance. Hair paragus, splnacfh and rhubarb. The
We
us.
with
business
banking
your
a dozen carpenters and painters are
Machine, gun
products alone of this place explanations.
insure you absolutely against loss! busy under the supervision of the vegetable
in annually $750 to $900. The and bicycle repairing:.
Also
bring
Doctors Mora who are giving all mat- - net
kuy thiao.c'nr fir.
..... nnt
receipts last year in vegetables
...v. onH ..w will
r- -- hers
connected with the Tent City and fruit were over $500. Terms cash. new and second hand bicyART PICTURES AND FRAMING
cles for sale and guaranteed.
your money to WOlk SO that it will their personal and close attention.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT,-INJUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
earn ycu three per cent.
and ENLARGING. Mull Orders Given Prompt
CARD OF THANKS.
The New Mexican printing Company
Fe novelty
Hond for Cataloguj,
Attention.
Charles
Wagner-ancivil
dockhas
Mrs,
children
and criminal
prepared
at home in our desire to
oMake
extend their heartfelt thanks ets especlallv for the use of Justices
256 San Francisco Stieet 256.
HOWLANO
CO,
reception room when you have let- through tho New Mexican to all their of the peace. They are especially
friends
for
words
of
and
with
ln
elthe
write.
sympathy
ruled,
to
printed headings,
ters
their assistance in their late bereave- Spanish or English, made ot good recand
to
the
ment,
members ord paper, strongly and durably bound
especially
S
l
T. W. ROBERTS'
of (he Elks, Odd Fellows. Knights of with leather back and covers and can- - fi
Pythias and Orand Army of the
as, sides, have full Index In front, and
0, K. BARBER SHOP
the fees of Justices of the peace and
Three First Class Barbers. J$
constables printed In full on the first
d
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
On August 2.1d, 21th and 25th the page. The pageB are 10',x6 Inches.
Santa Fe Railway Company will se'i These books are made up In civil and
Largest & Best Tubs in City 5
round trip tickets to various points criminal dockets, separate of 32
or with both civil and
In Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
WHOLESALE
Michigan, pages each,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North criminal bound In one bonk, 80 pages
Dakota, South Dakota, Tennessee, Wis- civil and 220 pages criminal. To In
arid
HENRY KRICK
consin and Wyoming at very low troduce them they, are offered tit 1he
8ol
For
Agent
rates; final return limit October 31st. following low prices;
RETAIL
$2.75
Call on or write any Santa Fe agent. Civil or criminal
St. Louis Beer
temp's
$4.00
F. D. .Marshall,, Agent, Santa Fe, N. Combined civil and criminal
O'AIERS If
TYPEWRITERS
Malls orders promptly attended to,
M.
For 45 tents additional for a single
N. M.
"lontezum
Santa
Fe,
Av,
docket, or 65 centB additional tor a
Telephone No. 38
combination docket, they, will he sent
CLAYTON
CO
CULLINGS.
HEW MEXICAN PRINTWS
In
or
Cash
mall
express.
prepaid
by
! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
full must, accompany ordpr. State
What is Doing at the Prosperous plainly whether English or Spanish
Dealers,
County Seat
Personal
printed heading Is wanted. Address
Any Flavor You Deilr.
'af
Mention.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
It .
Santa
We will deliver Soda Water ln any
to any part of the city.
!
Clayton, N. M Aug. 23. Murray
Legal Blanks ot every description quantity
CITY
BOTTLING WORKS,
uoweii of this place-hato
the
of
laws
New
and
conforming
accepted a
Telephone No. 38.
position wttii a railroad at Reno, Mexico are on hand and for sale hy
the New Mexicar Printing Company.
ievaa.
Mrs. D. W. Snyder's mother and sis
SHOP
ter, Mrs. Walton and daughter, of
Don't forget our large and complete THE PLAZA BARBER
Williamson County, Texas, are visit bindery and Job department. All work
To have our
much the largest asset we hare in our business.
WILLIAM
B PARSCl.S, Prop.
Ing her.
handled promptly and In the most upTomorlal Parlor In Santa "9.
ivir. ana Airs. William C. Bontz, of
customers fay to their friends, ''Every statement made by S. Spitz
manner. One trial makes you Leading
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
the Cimarron, were in the city Satur- a permanent patron.
First-Clato
meet eastern friends.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three
day
can be rolled upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
William C. White, a prominent
Barters.
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn
stocKman from the northern part of
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make ia closed
out some ot the most artistic East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
tne county, returned from Hot Springs, ing
Telegraph Office.
binding ln the Southwest. It is the
Arkansas, Thursday last much improv. most completely equipped bindery in
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
ed in Health.
BOUGHT to any
the Rocky Mountain States south of
Mi h. J. W. McQueen
potisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article earrie with
gave a whist fa headquarters for legal blanks of all
parts in the Coun
party Saturday an, rnoon last in hon- kinds. The
ticket
send
try;
company makes a specialty
it our guarantee.
or of Mrs. Phil Dentiz. It was a very In
ln and get cash for It; tran
handling land office blanks, necespleasant affair,
ln homestead entries and ln min- sactlons guaranteed; association office.
sary
Miss Hattle Morton started to Chi
eral applications. Prices low, especi R08ENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., AlbuManufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
cago last week, where she expecte to
ln quantities.
Circulars giving querque, N. M.
ally
atterd school the coming year.
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
full Information furnish' nn
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Tanner, of
Oklahoma, were trading in the
city, last Monday.
George Cornish of Baca County,
-:
Colorado, was in the city Friday last
purchasing supplies.
The only first class in city.
Messrs. John and Gwrge Tinsley's
sister of Fort Worth, Texas. Is paying
Second to none in Territory.
them a visit,
Four
first class artists : : :
Miss Grace Allen, of Folsom, one of
ALL PERIODICALS
Electrical Baths
$1.50
tne leading teachers of the county,
Is attending
the Institute at this Can make
25
quick sales if price Other Baths
place.
Side
Parlors
Located
West
Plaa
of
Is
following
satlsfacty
Herbert L. Simpson and Miss Eva
FINK CIGARS AND CANDY
1
W. H. KERR,
M. Porter both of Kenton; were uni
properties:
ted in marriage at the Methodist par- sonage last Wednesday.
The firm of Bolton, Miller & Com
pany, has been dissolved. It Is under
will con
stood that Miller and
duct a renl estate and locating agency
at the old stand occupied by the for
mer firm.
I Have Yet a Very Good .Line of
Fin Rigs, Rtllablt Hort, llRflf
s.
A. C. Loveless' eight
Mr. and
months old daughter, Irene, died last
Buggjl. turraya, Hackt.
Properties must be large and
Thursday night after a lingering 111 of established value.
Call up 'Phona Ne.
whan In naad
ne?s. Short funeral services were held
at the grave.
of Anythnlg In tha LI vary Una
DOLLARS
Born recently to Mr. and Mrs, Chas. SEVERAL MILL'ON
Or I vara FurnlahM..
And All Other Summer Goods
RaaaonaWi
O. Ward, a son.
Rataa.
and ln order not to carry over for next season they will b sold from now
Ready for Invertment.
on at and below cot. Please call and look at; them, no trouble to show
Calling cards, business and note pa
goods.
Land scrip bought and sold
per, envelopes ana tegai oianns are
-:
. .t ..
r
CZ2A8.
New
Printa.j
the
Mexican
01
Hugo
n
mp
veminnmn'iinciniui.
Seaberq,
specialties
r..ni.r
dnpt
.
n.inptr
--r
.vw..Mall orders given
EIIICKCHIIIiyiUll lyiiuiniu iiwuh mv...
ng company.
Raton, N. M
3 TWuckotf. Seomons & Benedlcf.JZ Droaaway. new mm..
attention.
prompt
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies

w.v.ow

works

Sana

yourself

KESrS&.

1W

LED HEKSCI

I

t

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

i

SALT and sEEDs.

I

SODA WATER

r.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

LATEST STYLES IN

tit

-

Ladies' Black and White

BELTS

B.R.M

SQDTT7

LAND

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

WAP ED.

....

Proprietor.

M--

Coal Lands.
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

Daily

f LIVERY

Books and Stationery

I

. .

JACOB WELT

STABLE.

LATEST

--

Ti.h.tnn

w nc

rr

ClaOCOOIf.

"fTjgr

Papers

STYLE

LAWflS

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

V.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23,

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your

AAAI
jyj

Mines and Mining.

HOUSES TO RENT.
(Continued from Yesterday.)
Houses 10 rent, lease or for sale,
furultdied or unfurnished, good locations. Call on '.he reliable Arm, Hughes
THE MOGOLLON DISTRICT.
& Deign do. Office west slJe of Plaza. From Silver Oily Enterprise,

ALL KINDS OP 1CILD1NG MATSElAL

Cord and Stov

I

Stov.

Delivered to Any

1906.

dtok-ebeing constructed, and ground elecfor the construction of ftn
tric plant of 1,500 horse power. The
water will be conveyed in pipes to
the plant from the 'Frisco valley and
the powerful dynamos will be operated
most Improved Pel-toby the latest and
To
guard against an
wheels.
nt w.iter. or breakage of
machinery, to run the powerful dyuaam-- ;
of
steam
engines
mos, auxiliary
will be
pie power for all emergencies
Installed, and the power thus gener-ated, will be transmitted over three
miles of wire to the mine and mill ou
the Little Fannie Champion mine, and
will, In the very near future, furnish
power for the f)eadwood Last Chance
and other claims, besides lights for
n

The Last Chance and Nearby Mines.
The Little Fannie and Champion
mines are situated on Iho north side
1'b,
a mile disf
of Silver Creek,
THANSrBa M.4 ITORAGK: Wr Html
ami
of
town
Mogollon,
the
tant
from
.
d Vaiii t CerrilL,
Biancn Ofcte
Pbane JJ
close to the dividing ridge separating
the former stream from Mineral
of
Creek, the site of the first discovery
mounprecious metals In the Mogollon
The New Mevlcnn Printing Company tains. The honor of the discovery of
has on hand n large supply of pads this wonderful coutact vein, wonderful
and tablet?, suitable Tor RChool work, by Tenson of width, slrength, coiiUiiu-ltthe desk, and also for lawyers and
and length of ore chnle, belongs
We will to Frank Vingo one of the original
merchants; good nnywhere.,
Mogollon.
sell Ihem at live cents In hook form, pioneers who east his lines with Sergt.
has
.$.1
A site for n pumping station
Monorn Screened
.limp, per ton.
In
the
A
associates
and
river.
'
'Frisco
.lames
on
l
Cooney
the
selected
been
J
Union N'ut
(looil Commercial
mlddlo seventies, and for whom this relay station will be made at the junc"Picnic for Two,"
J? :iit liinti.
Kindling, Unite
district Is tion of Silver Creek with Mineral
favored
In he title of a new and very popuexceptionally
Screened nomeslie Lump, Triiddnd
tillctition.
location
end
careful
and
nil
In
now
The
the
lar
the
named.
receive
rage
discovery
Bong
large
prompt
Creek, and the water forced direct to
find Cord Wood. All order
cities where it l being presented. was made In April, 1887; the discovery the mill. The mill when completed
TEN YEARS IN BED.
The Eberle Group of Claims.
There is nlso another 'Plclnle for shaft, demonstrated that from the very will have a capacity of 200 tons per
ten
con"For
years I was confined to :tiy
and
as
Contention
feet-of
south
the
lie
ten
Two" or more which Is dally helng grass roots to the depth of
day, and so careful have the plans
S. P. IW't. Tl.on No.
bed with disease of my kidneys,"
OVFl R UnrBrtd Av... N.wr A..T
presented to the eating public at the
required by the United Slates min- been made, that this capacity may be sist of the Eberle, Braton, Clifton,
loca- writes P.. A. Cray, J. P. of Oakvllle,
Hon Ton In (he Blinpe of the finest 2!)
ing laws, local customs of miners, doubled at a trilling expense, and Lexington and Andrew Jackson, lode Ind. "it. was so severe that I could
or mother
on
all
cent meal on this or any oilier earth. and mining regulations lo hold It,
the
Queen
tions,
with no appreciable loss of time. The
not move part of the time, I consultA trial
will convince yon.
that a rich and productive mine had process for treating the ores of fihe of the district. The Eberle has been
ed the very best medical skill availIn
feet
tunnel
a
1,000
No. 49
been located, and that it would take Fannie and Champion mine, will lie opened by
from able, but could get no relief until Fovein
of
ore
the
ranging
What a New jersey Editor bays:
as
one
on
length,
Us
development,
are
place
the cyanide process. The ores
of
enley's Kidney Cure was recommended
M. T. Lynch, Kditor of (he Phillips-burg- , the
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee
greatest, of the great gold and sil- specially adapted for this method of seven lo fifteen feet In width the
to me. It has bee na flodsend to me."
"I
cost
will
wrilos:
Shafts
.1.,
nothing.
N.
distance.
aggregating
tire
correct
Post,
and
you
Daily
style
ver mines of the continent. During treatment, and wilh the addition of!
hieh quality
Ireland's Pharmacy.
venTODAY,
IT
FOR
WRITE
for
medicine
1160
of
winzes
In
and
FREE.
kinds
have
Mr.
IS
feet
used ninny
CATALOG
depth,
the late slimmer and fall of 18S9,
he most approved mechanical appll- which show
colds in my family but Vineo oDerntcd the property sit a remade
been
and
for
have
tilation
coughs
known to the metallurgical
BROCK & FE AG AN b,
Hay F:ver and Summer Colds.
never anything so good as i o ey s niuneratlve profit, and afterwards ills- - iinees
the extent of Teserves, besides 350
LOS ANGELES, CAL,
new mill will effect a sav-- !
FOURTH 4 BROADWAY
the
of hay fever will experience
Intersect
cannot say too mu.di )0ge(1 of lt t0 a Byndlcaie of St. Louis world the
Victims
which
of
cuts
cross
feet
Honey and Tnr.
Ing of DO per cent or more of the as- lu praise of it." Ireland's Phnrmae.
main, anl a parallel vein. The aver-in- great benefit by taking Foley's Honey
capitalists. A fifteen stamp mill was say value.
nf the ores ascertained from and Tar, as It stops difficult breathing
erected, and the ores treated by raw
From the point of intersection of
LOW MATES TO SANTA FE, N. M
taken from the mine Immediately and heals the inflamed
from
of
loss
caretuuy
a
at
and
sampleg
amalgamation,
a level will In
the
drift,
via tmta Fe Railway.
various
Hie
the
give a value air passages, and even If it should fall
workings,
of
cent
assay
thirty lo fifty per
he run in a northerly direction for the
Prom Deliver dorado Springs and value.
of $12 per ton in gold and silver, in to cure you, it will give instant relief.
With this amount going' down
purpose of developing the
Pueblo the Santa Fo will sell tickets the creek,
gold to The genuine is In a yellow package.
the proportion of
operations were continued
CONSOLIDATED,
at one fares for the round trip. Dates until the
lines Ireland's Pharmacy.
side
the
Within
silver.
one
of
magreached
the
had
output
August 7, I I, 21, 23. 21, 28; September nificent sura of over $1,(100,000, with- mining claim, the heart of the queen of the Eberle there are 400 feet of
ft, 1(1,
:i. IS, 2a, 27. 28. 20; October 2,
Men Past Sixty In Danger.
out impoverishing the mine. The last or great mother vein of the Mogollon the Maud S., vein which is a most
limit .'to days from date of sale. For
ore treated from the Little Fan country. The Consolidated has a valuable adjunct to this extremely valof
lot
More
than half of mankind over
particulars inquire of any agent. Santa nie
is covby the old management, consisting northerly and southerly course, is a uable property. The property
sixty years of age suffer from kidney
Fe.
of 1,000 tons, for which the U. S. mint true fissure, crossing the formations ered by U. S. patent.
and bladder disorders, usually enlarg-meu- t
F. D. Marshall, Acting Agent.
the
The Brayton claim adjoins
not counting ut right angles. It is traceable for a
of prostate Wands. This is boiu
$20,410.05,
averaged,
paid
M.
N.
SanU Fe,
DIs- - distance of fifteen miles and its bandEberle and for the amount of devel- painful and dangerous, and Foley's
B0 ner cent losses, $20 per ton.
in
depth
senslons among the directors and ed structure a peculiarity of true opment, a shaft sixty feet
Kidney Cure should be taken at the
Subscribe for the Daily New
stockholders followed, and from this, fissures, is noticeable throughout its the showing Is equally as good as that first sign of danger, as it. corrects irnews.
and get the
the
camps, and for years, nothing was length as far as the vein has been noted In the Eberle claim one of
regularities and has cured ma'.y oid
in oldest locations In the district.
dark
bands
The
men of this disease Mr. Rodney Buraccomplished lu the way of milling, exploited.
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Origin at "Twont
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tluee."

When
phers and press correspondent.
placed at the end of a dispatch It
means that the day's or nlgbf s work Is
nded. There Is nothing more to come.
I did not know until recently that race
track men ulso have a mystic word
If you and a race
"twenty-three."
track man both reach at the same time
(or the same thing and be get It
which would be natural he will alfor
most certainly say, "Twenty-threyou."
I asked a tracl
"Why
follower. "What Is the meaning and
what Is the origin of the mystic number?"
"Well, In the old days at Brighton
Beach," be said, "not more than twenty-two
horses were permitted to run In
any race. They were taken In the order In which they were entered. If
twenty-twponies lined up for a race
the twenty-thirentry was barred.
He was out of It; hence the expression
when your friend gets left, 'Twenty-threfor him!' for he Is out of It."
Oh, the race track people are great
mathematicians. Maybe they can neither rend nor write, but they have
great beads for figures. San Francisco
News Letter.
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in 31

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

UalSllVl j

it the

tion of the Main lane of the Santa Fe System

junc-

Oltl Mexico.

"

1,000 business and residence lots, size 25i14G feet, laid
out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys SO fest
H)-fo-

wide, with beautiful lake and pnblio park and graud old
shade trees; public school house, costing $lfi,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; sev-

eral large mercantile establishments; the Helen Patent Holler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery, three ho-

e

railroad

Its importance as a great commercial
be estimated.
city in the near future cannot

What the Navy Needi.
The tone of the naval personnel depends almost entirely on the higher officers, those of command and flag rank.
The Ideals which they hold up to the
younger officers are the ones that are
eagerly followed. In the decade following the civil war, when Admiral
Porter was supreme, this Ideal was the
bold sailor who carried canvas till It
blew away, .Vs Commodore Foxball
Parker said a little later, "Not to talk
rope was not to be a seaman, In the
As a result
opinion of most officers."
the midshipmen "talked and thought
rope" contluually and exerted every
effort to become fine seamen.
One would expect that if no officer
with actual engineering training Is
available the one detailed would at
least be a man of considerable experience and chosen from near the top of
the list of those on board. In many
cases the exact reverse Is true, and the
nominal chief engineer Is one of the
Juniors with scarcely any experience
of any kind. The unfortunate lad who
was in charge of the Bennington's machinery was next to the lowest commissioned officer. W. M. McFarland In
Engineering Magazine.

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered aw in the center

Original.)
There was trouble on the mind of the
chief cook of Slgnor Faliero, a wealthy
Venetian gentleman living in France.
Wrrclters.
Building;
of
Perhaps uo band of men in the world Signor Faliero had Invited a number
suffered such eonstaut injuries, If not distinguished people to dinner. There
death, as the corps .of building wreck- were to be princes, nobles and merers to be found in every, large city. chants of Veuice and, more Important
They visit a building which has been than all, a number of art critics. I say
gutted by fire, the tottering walls of "more Important than all" because
which are still standing and which acthat was an age when the fine arts
cordingly are a menace to pedestrians.
and a man who could Judge
flourished
It is the business of these wreckers to
or a statue was looked up
a
pull the walls down, and a half hour M painting
them at this work to more than one possessing birth or
spent
watching
Prehlstorto Truck.
these men were
Of more than unusual Interest are brings ihe quick thrill as nothing else wealth. At any rate,
the old prehistoric "bird tracks" of the In our humdrum urban civilization can. of more Intrinsic worth than all the
Connecticut valley to either active They swarm over the swaying walls rest at this dinner of the Venetian.
with reckless Impuuity, fastening ropes
But what was amiss In the kitchen?
sportsmen or students of natural hisfor the long A. confectioner who had been charged
tory, sigus of what Is called the tiias-sl- c here and there, preparing
the walls
period, says .1. E. Melhvalu In Rec- aud strong pull. Frequently
with making a large candy ornament
of the weight of
reation, .lust outside the city of Hoi-yok- go In simply because
to decorate the table had sent word
bodThe
men
work
at
the
thera,
upon
Mass., between the old road and
that it had been spoiled and there was
and
mass
out
iron
of
are
of
the
ies
dug
the new state road to Northampton,
no time to make another. The chief
on
as
if
notb
there is a patch about 50 by 100 feet brick, and the work goes
cook stormed and tore his hair. Per
which has open cleared of all surface ing had happened. Technical World.
fection was his aim, and what would
In
earth by parties Interested
geology
BUSINESS LAWS. .
all the delicacies he had prepared avail
and which Is now protected by the
without the georgeous centerpiece V
state. This patch Is completely covIt is a fraud to conceal a fraud.
A boy who served as scullion ad'
ered with well dcttned tracks and
no
one
Ignorance of the law excuses
In a timid voice:
most of which will measure twelve to
of one partner bind all the ranced and said
acts
The
fourteen Inches In the longest parts
"If you will let me, I think I can
others.
I
.
4.1. ..'A
111 ,1a
iLI
and eight to ten Inches wide, while In
u .u
An agreement without wnslderatloti mate you someming umi win
depth tbey are from one to two sod
of
the
piece.
confectionery
place
voi,i
I,
one-bal- f
Inches.
You. Antonio? What do you know
A persons! right uf action die with
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modern hoi el
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title perfect; warranty deeds.
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yard, drag "tore, harness shop, etc., etc., also a

sponsible for the boy's education.
The promise was kept. The works
afterward achieved by the great sculptor are curious not only for their Intrinsic value, but that they came from
such a small beginning. It Is a re
markable fact that the beautiful marble "Cupid and Psyche," the delight of
all civilized mankind, should have been
produced by one who was once a sculF. TOWNSEND SMITH.
lion.
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The Ohio River.
at a grade crossing and In the middle
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Ohio
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No
The Library
Concreai.
part
of the track, a loaded wagon, a man
The library of congress now contains the boundary of the state Is the north ilcsp;
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. F
and a bov and a balky horse. The en
"Sit, lor Fallero." said the man who
the meet every Thursday evening In Odd
and
1,844,018 books, 410,352 pieces of mu- ern or northwestern margin of the riv
little
his
moved
lever,
noiiecd the lion, "we are not glneer
sic, 183,724 prints and 82,744 maps and er. The stream itself Is wholly In West had first
train that was ever stoppea oy Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
muulflcenee In grac first
charts, according to the annual report Virginia aud Kentucky, where it flows surprised- at your
air
up at a standstill several Visiting brothers welcome.
pulled
of
with
a
work
genius, feet short of the obstruction.
of the librarian, Herbert Putnam, re- past Ohio. The northwest territory, out ing your table
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expression
place
middle
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60,000 pictures and pieces of music Ohio, not north and west
ed damage to property. Thenceforward
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
genius In so perlshnblp a substance as
during the last year. There were of that great river.
talking was unnecessary; all that had
butter.
bought 22,998 books,' 16,348 were reto be done was to make brakes. ine
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
The hosi looked at the lion, then In
ceived by gift, 11,768 by copyright and
of that clause seenr- Not to Be Trifled With.
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Pythlaa. Regular meeting every first
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Castle Hall temporarily with
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o'clock,
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"Why don't you laugh at the milliner
San Francisco street.
of butter for a splendid candy
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from that day. He was theu only
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Warren in
a
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not understand what the gnest had
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From a recent examination paper on shortly
question not but to give her such
era welcome.
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R, L. BACA, Fraternal Master.
to
me
ber
sam
ui
acknowledge
a
divine Instltuoblige
criuc,
"Blgnors,"
"Holy matrimony la
I found my husband
house.
DAVID GONZALBS. Secy.
ploness of the stage to the entire satis- tlon for the provocation of mankind.- "- world's greatest geniuses has been In the
.
I
If 4QOT1 O MONTOTA, Tree
faction of all my friends." Thereto the t).nnv.
Ihnrnl"
jtgntla E'ljriPth. Btj&eB igpllej: 'Jl

about fashionable things?"
I have worked In the yard of my
grandfather, Plsano, the stonecutter."
knows
A stonecutter
Nonsense!
nothing about artistic work."
The boy begged hard, and as there
was uotblng else to be done ho was
riven nermisslou to try his hand. He
sent for some butter and fashioned It
Into a crouching Hon. It was placed
upon the table, and soon after the
princes, the merchants and the art
critics were ushered into the dining
room. The chief cook wore a uieian
eholy look, keeping his eye fixed on
what he considered a blemish to an
otherwise splendid table. The guests
ranged themselves around the table
and took seats.
TUe coon saw one or. uie uri cnuci
looking fixedly at the butter lion, and
s
the poor man inwardly cursed the
meat that he had consented to use the
scullion's work. Then he noticed that
the art crttlc said something to the
man sitting next to him, and they both
looked at the lion. The chief cook's

1

them improved

We seed a tffst claw

gravel.

The Mexican Central has recentl
"The boy, the boy! Let us see the
l"uue" on K"IB "cueis i" iew oru anc.
boy!" cried the guests.
"Send him In," said the host to the return, going via ihe Mexican Centra?
to either Vera Cruz or Taraploo,
C00j
The mystined servant retired and In thence via the famoua Ward Bteaav
a few minutes returned, bringing with sl.!p 'lne to New York. The return
will bo by rail over any lino to El
him the scullion.
thou-Boy- ,
"Slgnors," said the host, "this i- s- ' Paso. The entire trip, covering
sands of miles, Havana. Cuba, and Its
what's your name?"
"Antonio Canova," said the aMon- - famous Moro Castle, Newport, and n
dozen of the largest cities of the Uni- Isbedboy.
Then the critic, rising, held forth his jted States, ran be made for $122.50. A
more delightful trip can not be
wineglass and said:
"Antonio Canova, I drink to an art planned, as slop-ove- r
privileges are
ist. Gentlemen, drink with me to An- allowed and the tickets are good for
tonio Canova. May his genius grow one year from the date of sale. The
constantly brighter."
trip Includes the City of Mexico, the
The guests rose and drank the toast, "Paris of America." Further infor
while the astonished boy stared at mntlon can be secured by addressins
I
them as If he had suddenly come under A. Dulobery, Commercial Agent, El
the Influence of enchantment. Then his Paso, Texas, or VV. D. Mnrdoek, As
host told him that his scullion work slstant General Passenger Agent, City
was ended. He had resolved to be re- of Mexico.
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MAIL AND

EXPBESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FR WILL 00
OVER THE MAIN LINK THROUGH TO BELEN,

JOHN BECKER, President.

What Came of a Scullion

e

LIMITED

FAST

ALL

Belen Town and Improvement Company

The
dive noF foii'tthT In tfilif way since I
fought the famous boxing woman of
minutes nml
Blllinssgnte twenty-ningained h complete victory six years
ngo, but as the famous Stoke Xewlng-towoman dares me to Gttbt her for
the 10
do assure her I will not fall
meeting her for the said sum."

0 VU

Futtife Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut of t of Santa Fe R'y.

BELEN T0WNSITE

tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bsy in Central Nr-sMexico.

WQ

.-- A
The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

tailing

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
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I suppose you bave beard or read
more or less of the mystic meaning of
the word "thirty" at used by telegra-

twenty-three?-

wammm

fwwm

CHOICE MISCELLANY

IV SlOU

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso A Southwestewi
and Chlcaflo, Rock Island 4 Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and 8anta Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grtnds Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
6. B. GRIMSHAW,
W, H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
Ass, to Pree, and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DiBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Trees.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, 8anU Fe, New Mexico.
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SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN TnE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY

PEOPLE

MORE

ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS

now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE

THEY SAVB

TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS- T;
38e
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
10c.
same
lino
on
Each additional
stamp,
One-lin- e
and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Stamp, over
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3$ and not over I inches long. . . .tec
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
lo
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.

One-li-

ne

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type UBed is over one-hainch or fraction.
for one lino for each one-na-if
lf

DATES, ETC.
$1.00
Local Daler, any town and date for ten years
10c
in
and
year
Ledger Dater, month, day
85o
Regular line Dater
.
.
.
.$1.50
Band
Dater
i
Defiance or Modol
f'ac Simile Signatures, Rubier Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.80
Ln0
Pearl Check Protector

Haw-leyl-

1

7

Ui2t,

10c;

SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
2i3J, 15c;2ii3i, 25c; 21x4J, 35c;

4ii7, lie.

3,x6,

80c;

for-m-
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
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Rdbbef Stamps
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FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JiEW PEXICAfl PRIfJTIfJG CO.
8ANT

FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

I

f AG

EIOM

SANTA mi Xm
ii

Gr0CErS,

BAiErS,

BUTCIjES!!3

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
Francisco Street,

No. 2S0 San

lirocerv Telephone

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

No. 4.

Hundred and Twenty-ninings for First Twenty Days
More to Come.

CANTALOUPES.
The Rocky Ford variety of
which we are now receiving
are sweeter and better flavored than
any seen here for a number of years.
They are now at Uheir best and reasonable In price. 5c, l()c, 12
cnuta-loupe-

MISSION GRAPES
M.ssion grapes from Las Cruees
which are much the best we get are
now coming forward In good supply.

GOOD TEA.
Our selections of teas in package
are very large. We especially recommend Chase & Sandborn's. The Royal
Gem Line at 40c per half pound packet
are of fine flavor and great strength.
aritles, Oolong nnd English Break-

FRESH MEATS.
out
Our meat market still turns
the best to oe Had In fancy cuts ot
fresh fish, both eastern and Callfor-Fridawe have a fine selection ot
fresh fish, both eastern and California.
Poultrry on Monday and

COFFEE.

Pil-

August bids fair to be the banner
month of the year in the matter of
homestead entries at the local land of
fice.
One hundred and twenty-ninfilings have been made for the first
twenty days of this month, and another
ar
large delegation of
rived here last evening en route to
the Estnncla Valley. Public lands In
that section are being taken up rapof
Idly by actual settlers. Eighty-twthe homestead entries recorded so far
this month are credited to Torrance
These are mostly in the EsCounty.
tancla Valley. San Miguel County Is
second on the list with twenty entries
In de
for the corresponding period.
tail the business done at the local
land office up to today is as follows:
Homestead entries, 129; acres,
desert land entries, 13; acres.
final homestead entries, 6,
2,31ft;
acres, 960.
The homestead entries were divided
among the following counties of the
district:
Bernalillo, 2; Colfax, 3; Guadalupe,
4; McKlnley, none; Mora, 5; Rio Arriba, 2; Sandoval, none; San Miguel,
20; San Juan, 7; Santa Fe, 2; Socorro, none; Taos. 2; Torrance, 82; Valencia, none.
The desert land entries were: San
Juan, G; Torrance, 7.
The final homestead entries were:
Colfax. 1; Mora, 2; Santa Fe, 1: Tor
rance, 2.
The total number of homestead en
tiles since January 1st Is 1,208; acres
entered, 171,711. Total number of
final homestead entries, 115; acres en
tered, 17,475. Total number of desert
land entries, 15fi; acres entered, 20,- 5(3. The total number of entries of
all kinds since January 1, 19011,
is
1.42G; acres entered, 207,785.
e

These coffees are all great values,
and for the price cannot, be equalled,
we t.nink.

BON AMI.
sunp that is
cleaning win
work. elc. Ti
inc.

'l.ils its the scouring
fast. Chase and Sanborn's Fancy
blends of tea are exquisite In flavoi particularlly adapted to
and are the best teas we carry. Pack, dows, metals line wocd
Price
cd In
pound canisters at 35c each, does not scratch.
which we have an excolent trade.
and Ceylon. Chase and Sanborn also
up for us under our own brand a mixBORAXJ.
ture of Oolong and Gunpowder tea on
A
On
lamb.
and
veal
mutton,
beef, pork
powdered soap for the toilet, and
bath. Contains borax Very tine, 25c
pound tin cans each 10c.

i
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FRANCISCO

H'JRHKS.

RAILROAD HAS
HOSPITAL CAR

riKf.iunu.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate
We bave some choice property for

rare bargains for the wealthy.
Office West fide of Plaza,

Recent

the person with small capital nnd also
Let us show ynti our list of properly.
:

Santa

:

:

:

Fel.M.

W.

nr. V. TO

AKERS.

WNSEND

complete hospital on wheels to Its
equipment. It is provided for use when
passengers or employes are injured
and the nearest hospital is far away.
Divided into two compartments, the
car has an operating room 15
feet 10 inches In length, equipped with
a first class operating table. The car
also has two lockers equipped wit
surgical instruments and stocked with
bandages and other medical and surgi
cal necessities. Four-foo- t
slide doors
in either side, with portable steps
with
permit an easy entrance
stretcher to the room, which has ten
side windows and a large window In
the roof over the operating table. Two
sliding doors with ground glass win
dows lead to the wardroom, 43 feet 4
inches in length, equipped with eleven
brass bedsteads and a lavatory and

1

"THE CLUB"
&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

EADQUARTERS
Um Mew

TIE

PASSES GOOD
FOR TIME LIMIT
Holders Can Use Such Until Date of
Expiration Reliable Information
on Question.

MrakM.

m PUP WW

Many inquiries have been made at
the New Mexican office within the past
few days by people who are lucky
enougn to noid time or trip transportation over railroads, as to the limit of
such transportation
under the dtov
sions of the Hepburn freight regulation law. The New Mexican
tele

Q0R3PBHY

la

U tka TUx

Mercantile Stationery
BLANK

BOOKS

Santa Fe,

graphed J. M. Connell, general pas
senger agent, of the 'Santa Fe Railway,
at Topeka, requesting Information
order to save "much trouble" in t
minds of the applicants for lnforma
tion. Mr. Connell sent the New Mexi
can Ihe
following courteous rep
which explains itsel:
"Our present understanding,
trip
and time transportation will be hon
ored with their respective limits, this
answers yours of the 20th."

AND LEDGERS.
New Mexicj.

:

HO FOR

THE

BASE BALL

PLAYERS
ARE AT WORK.

The first, hard work for several
days was done yesterday afternoon by
the members of Ihe Santa Fe base
ball team in preparation for the game
with Alamosa Sunday. Under the direction of their captain, the bovs were
put through their stunts', and made a
good showing. Particular attention is
being given to Infield work and the
base men, are brushing up on quick
throws and fast plays. The local
team expects to carry off the three
games scheduled for this city.

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

efforts.

PASSENGER TRAIN
NO. 8 IN DITCH

N M

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

FORTY-EIGHT-

tender, mall, baggage and express cars
two day coaehes nnd the front trucus
Fortuof a slee)or were derailed.
nately none of the passengers or trnla
crew was injured, save lrom a shak-Innt). Express Messenger Hill prob
ably fared the worst of any on Hip
He
was thrown violently
train.
against Ihe side of his car, 'but escaped
with only a few scratches and bruises. It is stated lhat the accident was
caused by a defective switch, an.l
might easily have been more serious
had not the train been running slow
at the time. The side track was not
obstructed nnd trains were able to
go around the wreck on it. until th?
main line track could be cleared. The
locomotive ploughed through the mul
after leaving the rails but did not. ov
erturn.
branch train 01:
The Santa
the night run did not arrive here until
3 o'clock this morning on account of
the accident to the east bound passen
ger train.

ARIZONANS
FOR JOINTURE

An innocent little circular containing In glaring figures "$5,000 Reward
for Hie arrest, anil conviction of Paul

Stensland, defaulter, Chicago,"
caused a vision of sudden wealth to
loom big 'before the eyes of Chief of
Police Carlos M. Conklln, Monday
evening as he wended his way down
San Francisco Street. Suddenly, he
stopped, for lying at tlie corner of
Don Caspar Avenue, sleeping peacefully under the soothing effects of a
good "jag" was the very linage of
the ?5,000 man in the little circular.
With sleuth like agility, the chief
seized the collar of the inebriate and
ld him hastily to jail. A consultation
with Police Judge Joso Maria Garcia,
followed and then alas, alas It was
discovered that the man In jail was
not Paul (V Stensland, as he had a
(car on his face that should not be
there. Filled with righteous wrath
Police Judge Garcia
promptly assessed the deceiver the usual "fine
and costs" which were paid and he
went on his way rejoicing. The chief
of police is still looking for Paul O.
Stensland, anil there is a dangerous
light in his eyes.
O.

Republicans In
County
structed Delegates to Vote For
Measure Despite Opposition.

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.

H

DENVER & illO

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

zzz:TO

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Et

and Wet.
Connection at Denver with all lin
Low
Other
Line.
a
Rate
Tune
at
Quick and

u

PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Throuh Train.
No Tiresom Delay at Any Station.
For I'tuntratcd Advertising Mutter ot Info rui a ti nt Addreca:
S. K. HOOPER, S. P. and T.'A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A.
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AND METALS.

2

Contest of Coal Entries.
The register and receiver of the U.
S. land office in this city have been
directed to hold a hearing In the matter of certain entries of coal lands
heretofore made in the county of Sandoval in wtiat Is known as the Hagan
coal fields owned by Dr. John H. Sloan
et al of this city. Irregularities and
with law, it is understood, are charged and the defendants
are sighted to show cause why the
entries should not be cancelled. Dr.
Sloan Is not in the city at present but
it Is believed he has denied the truth
of the allegations and applied for a
hearing. Among the allegations, as
far as can be ascertained, are that
the entries in question liave been
transferred to Dr. 'Sloan and are now
his property. The department holds
that a coal declaratory statement does
not initiate the right to coal land but
simply 'protects the right which ha
been created by actually going on the
land and developing coal. The right
to enter coal land Is limited to one
hundred and sixty acres to one Individual. Those who have made entries
of the coal land in question are C. R.
Huber, May Huber, W. 13. Martin,
George F. 'Slurry, Emma Bandelierand
Minnie 8. Zimmerman. The entries
are said to be valued at over a hundred thousand dollars.

r

BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

REPORT.

MARKET
MONEY

I

"Scenic Line of the Wotld."

In Yuma
-

GRAPE

SYSTEM

IN POLICE CIRCLES

LIVE STOCK.
City, Aug. 23.

Kansas
Cattle receipts G.000; steady to weak; native
steers
southern
steers
$2.70 4 ; southern cows $23.25; native cows and heifers $25; stockers
and feeders $2.50ifi)4.70; 'bulls $2(3
calves $2.50G.25;
3.25;
western
steers $3.40Tfi; western cows $2fi

New Meslcan
Company
PUBLISHERS

4.25.

Shoe) receipts 4.000, steady; muttons i$4.25(ff5.50; lambs $G7'; range
wethers $4.60 5.75; owes $4(i?5.50.
Chicago, Aug., 23. Cattle receipts
C,000, strong.
Peeves $3.90$G.65;
cows and heifers i.40$5.30; stockers nnd feeders $2.50(ff $4.40; Texans
westerns
$3,7S$4.C0;
3.70ffl$5.50:
calves $C$5.75.
Sheep receipts 18,000, steady. Sheep
$3.40?.$5.50; lambs $4.(10$8.
The Intense llchlng eriiwoc'terlstic o!
salt rheum and eczema is instantly
allayed hy applying Chamberlain's
Salve. As a cure for skin disease this
salve is unequaJed.
For salo bv all
druggists.
U.

BINDERS

0

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Prey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

BLANK

:

:

BOOK.

8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico.
Showers To night and Fridar with

Stationery temperature.
Maximum temperature

2:05 p. m.

Minimum
5:40 a. m.

temperature

T4

degrees

55 deRreea

at
i

The New Mexican Printing Company
The mean temperature for tho 54
is prepared to rtirnisti cards de visite hours was 04 degrees.
Mean relative humidity 86 per cent
for ladles or gentlemen on short no
Precipitation 0.07 of an Inch.
tice, in first class style at reasonable
Lowest temperature during last night
prices, either engraved or printed. Call 51
degrees.
on the New Mexican Printing ComTemperature at ,00 a. in. tonnv, 81
pany and leave your orders.
degrees.

lOKETTO ACADEMY
in

FE, NEW MEXICO.

Chamberlain's

'

assortment ot Mexican drawn work,
She needed money and we bought all
Come quick and get the
she had.
first pick,

Colic, Cholera

:

t.

THE ORIGINAL

.

K

J. 3. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco 8t.
3

As-

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

M

0

mfa -" -'

-

n

4

.

Opals and Turquois
In-

&

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man teel at peace with tbe
wLole world. You ca get It at the
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

Diarrhea Remedy

Almott every family hat need
of
reliable remedy tor colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the

J. M. DIAZ, M.
202 Water Street.

Office

year.
Ttiii remedy it recommended
by dealera who have acid it far
many yean and know iti value.
It ha received thouiandi oi

: STORE

Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curio In the United Stae.

THE

mirth and sorrow

Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful

We Are Headquarter for the Best
sortment of

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Passl'imer train No, S, of the Atchi Paul O. Stensland, Asleep In Gutter,
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, was
Was Only Sad, Sad Vision-Re- ward
wrecked about 11 oclock last nignt
Faded Away.
near Glorieta. when tho locomotive.

SANTA

OLD : CURIO

St. Michael's College

Sum- -

It rains almost without half trying!
these days in the city and vicinity,
usually in the afternoon or early evening. Old Sol keeps ou doing business
at the old stand, however, whether
it rains or not. Instead of being oppressively hot as It is in the east, Hie
weather was actually quite chilly for
awhile Uiis morning until the sun appeared above the mountains.
'
Showers tonight and Friday with
stationary temperature, was the forecast today of the local weather man.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 51 degrees. The lowest
temperature during Inst night was 51
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 71 degrees at 2:05 p.
m., while the minimum temperature
was 55 degrees at 5:40 a. m. Tho mean
temperature for the day was C4 de
grees, with a relative humidity of 80
per cent. The precipitation was 0.07
inch,

Connections.

You'll Have to Hurry!
A lady just" from Mexico arrlveJ

: s,:;u,.

zz ;

Perfectly Intermingled
Fe and Vicinity Finest
mer Weather.

Santa

New York. Aug.. 23. Money on call,
Special to the New Mexican.
Yuma ftrong 4
6.
Yuma, Arizona, Aug., 23,
frit.
Mercantile paper n
County Republicans yesterday came
Rar silver C6
out for joint statehood, when another
delegation of nine men instructed to
WOOL MARKET.
vote for the jointure proposition was
St.. Louis, Aug., 23.
Wool steady
named for the territorial convention at and unchanged.
6. As
Southern
Bisbee, September
STOCK MARKET.
Pacific Railroad officials in this counClosing Stocks, Aug., 23. Atchison
saloon.
ty were strongly opposing joint state 100
Pfd 101.
Boxes under the car carry crutches hood this is regarded among
the
New York Central U2
splints with army stretchers, surgical champions of the measure as an
Pennsylvania 112.
implements, wrecking tools and other
victory.
Southern Pacific 89
accessories. The car rests on six
Union Pacific 182
Pfd fit
wheel trucks.
109
Copper
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Steel 40
Pfd 107

The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy out
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

B.

v

lork, Aug., 23. In car No.
the Erie Railroad has added

New
1090

J.

Departure of Immense Aid in
Cases of Accident Along
Railroad Lines.

Gives

1enimons, Indian agent at
Hop!, and of the Indian Pueblos, pa- ed through Albuquerquo yesterday, en
route to his post of duty from a visit
to his former home ill Missouri. The
exact date for the Mkl snake dance
is net yet, known, but ill! be announc
ed shortly.
F. H. Pierce, president of the Agun
Pura Company; M. WJ Browne, a well
known merchant, and j. H. Stearns, a
business man of thd Meadow City,
who have spent tho past few days in
Albuquerque, returned! home yester
day. They were In the Duke City to
create sentiment in fiivor of sending
Irrigation
delegates to the Nationnl
Congress which meets at Boise, Idaho,
next month and to "whoop It up" for
the second annual fall festival, which
will be held in the Meadow City this
fall. They met with success In their
John

20,-20-

nl
Have you tried our selection
coffees In packages? They are put up
by Chase and Sanborn, which Is a
guarantee of quality.
25c
White packages, per lb
27 IncYellow packages, per lb
30c
ited packages, per lb
35c
Green packages, per lb
'10c
Gray packages, per lb

SUNSHINE

j

(Continued from Page Four)

s

WATERMELONS.
Ye are now receiving
Oklahoma
melons. The quality Is good, and the
price reasonable.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1903.

iii..

Personal Mention, (rainfall and

LAND OFFICE

One

MEXIOAV, GAXTA FE, X. M,

OPENS SEPTEMBER 6. 1906.

teatimoniak from grateful people.
It hu been prescribed by phy-lici- ani
with the moit satisfactory
results.
It has often saved" life before
medicine could have been sent for
tr a physician summoned.
It only costs a quartet. Can
you afford to risk so much for

Ettle)

BUY IT NOW.

1

tn

3

p.

D.

Telephone No. 30.

Fours

s

m., except Wednesday
ar d Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
limited number of patients.
New operating rooms completely

equipped with modern Instru-- ;
a ttieiits.if Faradic, galvanic
?
and static electricity.
j
Radiographic work,
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.
,

